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1. Ópusztaszer

organisation of events for masses of people
(outlaw’s day, archers’ meeting). There are

The Ópusztaszer of today is a settlement of

more than forty statues and works of plastic

a significant history with 2200 inhabitants,

art on the territory of the Memorial Park. The

30 km from Szeged. Its historic references

National Historical Memorial Park has been

as “Szer” have been present since 1200. The

extended with several new exhibitions. The

widow of János Pallavicini, Leopoldina Zichy

renewed Feszty Cyclorama, enriched with

bought the estate in 1803 and kept it until

elements of spectacle, also welcomes those

the repartition of lands. In 1894, Benedek

again who have already seen the world fa-

Göndöcs, the parish priest of Gyula hastened

mous work.

the preparation of the memorial of the Hun-

Opening hours: 31 March-15 June 09.00-18.00

garian conquest. The construction of the Na-

daily; 16 June-11 November 10.00-18.00 daily,

tional Historical Memorial Park started in 1970

12 November-30 March: 10.00-16.00; closed

where a worthy monument could be erected

on Monday

for the Hungarian conquest, to the repartition of lands and the lifestyle of peasants

2. Hódmezővásárhely

of the 19th and 20th centuries. The Memorial
Park became complete with the restoration
of the Feszty cyclorama by 1996. The name

The “town of artists” is situated on the

of Ópusztaszer has united with the history of

south-east part of the Great Plain, between

the Hungarian conquest by today.

the Mures and the Kris, 25 km from Szeged.
The territory of today’s Hódmezővásárhely

•◊•

is one of the oldest populated places. After

Ópusztaszeri Nemzeti Történeti

the regime change, Hódmezővásárhely be-

Emlékpark

came a town of county rank, and it has de-

(National Historical Memorial Park

veloped into the second highest population

of Ópusztaszer)

town of Csongrád County with the second

6767 Ópusztaszer, Szoborkert 68.

largest territory in Hungary by today. In 1997,

GPS: N 46°29'18.504'' E 20°05'38.140'';

Hódmezővásárhely was rewarded first from

46.488325 20.093544

among Hungarian towns with the Flag of

Telephone: +36 62/275-133

Honour degree of the European Diploma of

Fax: +36 62/275-007

the Council of Europe, which recognised the

E-mail: info@opusztaszer.hu

activities of the inhabitants of Vásárhely in

www.opusztaszer.hu

promoting the idea of the EU and twin town

The National Historical Memorial Park of

relationships. We can find a large number

Ópusztaszer presents the 1100 year his-

of historic buildings and edifices under local

tory of the Hungarians in the Carpathian Ba-

protection, villas, residential buildings and
popular brick buildings in the town centre,
in streets leading there and in old districts.
There are many statues, open-air works of
fine art in the town, verifying that we are in
the town of artists of the Great Plain. Apart
from the sights, museums, churches, ornasin. According to the Gesta Hungarorum of

mental wells and statues, an open-air bath

Anonymus, the meeting of the conquering

and an indoor swimming-pool also await

chieftains is connected with this place, where

guests visiting here. The first countryside

they determined the place of settlement for

Holocaust exhibition of Hungary opened its

the tribes. Leaders of the seven conquering

gates in Hódmezővásárhely with the reno-

Hungarian tribes concluded a contract sealed

vation of the Synagogue in 2004.

with blood in this place. The following exhi•◊•

bitions and venues can be seen in the museum complex of the memorial park: Flood

Emlékpont Múzeum

Memorial Place, Arpad Memorial, Feszty Cy-

(Point of Remembrance Museum)

clorama, Nomad Park, Open Air Ethnographi-

6800 Hódmezővásárhely, Andrássy út 34.

cal Collection, the Monastery of Szer, Statue

GPS: N 46°24'52.505'' E 20°19'30.143'';

Park. The magnitude of the place enables the

N46°24.873’ E020°19.505’
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Telephone: +36 62/530-940, Fax: +36

of Lajos Lechner, with the town structure

houses” symbolises the Holy Trinity for reli-

62/530-950

based on boulevards and avenues.

gious families. Today’s renovated Sunbeam

E-mail: emlekpont@emlekpont.hu
www.emlekpont.hu

Country House represents and also houses
It is not by chance that Szeged is called the

an authentic exhibition, introducing the life of

town of sunshine, as the sun shines here the

the people in Alsóváros, the surroundings of

most because of the Mediterranean influ-

Szeged and in a wider sense in the South Great

ence prevailing in summer. Szeged welcomes

Plain. Articles of personal use, originating from

visitors with its historic town centre, its baths,

the period between the two world wars rep-

events and several sights. Its touristic offer is

resent the one-time prevailing peasant-citizen

annually extended and renewed, so it is also

way of life in a communicative manner. Apart

worth returning here.

from the permanent exhibition, folk traditions
connected to ecclesiastical and state festivals,

•◊•

local actualities are evoked through programs

Napsugaras Ház – Alsóvárosi Tájház

with unique atmosphere. The house is at the

(Sunbeam House – Alsóváros Country

same time the memorial house of Sándor

House)

Bálint. Sándor Bálint (1904-1980) university

6725 Szeged, Nyíl utca 43.

teacher, an excellent researcher of the ethnol-

GPS: N 46°14'15.571'' E 20°07'54.046''

ogy and cultural history of Szeged studied the

The basic task of the museum opened in

Mobile: +36 30/501-2822

religious traditions and beliefs of the inhabit-

June 2006 in a building constructed in 1924

E-mail: szegedalsovarosi.tajhaz@gmail.com

ants of the town and its surroundings.

is the detailed introduction of the period be-

Opening hours: 1 April-30 September: 10.00-

tween 1945 and 1990. Hungary’s first Point

18.00; 1 October-31 March: 10.00-16.00

of Remembrance introduces who and how
lived through the approximately fifty years

•◊•

in Hódmezővásárhely and its surroundings,

Alsóvárosi Ferences Templom és Rendház

within the framework of a permanent exhi-

(Franciscan Church and Monastery of

bition, using the most up-to-date exhibiting

Alsóváros)

techniques and museum pedagogical oppor-

6725 Szeged, Mátyás tér 26.

tunities. A temporary exhibition space has

GPS: N 46°14'28.347'' E 20°08'12.238''

been constructed in the museum and one

Telephone: +36 62/442-384

can utilise an audio-guide system as well.

E-mail: szeged.pleb@gmail.com

The museum can be visited all year long, no

frh.theol.u-szeged.hu

preliminary registration is needed. (Exhibition
guiding and courses can be ensured upon
preliminary registration.)
Opening hours of the Point of Remembrance:
Tuesday-Sunday 10.00-17.00.

3. Szeged
Szeged County Rank Town is the centre of
the South Great Plain, it is the third largest
town of Hungary. It is situated under the
mouth of the Mures, on the bank of the Tisza. It owes its existence, its beauty but also
its hardships to the Tisza. The place – due to
its favourable location – has been inhabited
since the Prehistoric Age, its name figures on
a document in the form of Cigeddin in 1183
for the first time. Its development to become

The “eye of God motive” of the high altar of

a town started in the 12th century, due to its

the Alsóváros (lower town) church, the rays

favourable transport location, its royal privi-

running in all directions from the centre, has

leges and as it was a significant salt distribu-

become a recognisable decorative element

tion place. After the flood of 12 March 1879,

on several houses in the Alsóváros district of

Szeged was rebuilt on the basis of the plans

Szeged. The triangular tympan of “sunbeam

5

The church was the largest sanctuary of Chris-

www.szote.u-szeged.hu

The Square of the Arad Martyrs is the cen-

tians under the Turkish rule. Together with

Albert Szent-Györgyi biochemist, the hon-

tre of academic and school district, sur-

the Franciscan convent built with it, it is the

orary citizen of Szeged, who received the

rounded by buildings of variegated styles.

second biggest medieval monument complex

medical Nobel Prize on 10 December 1937

The equestrian statue of Ferenc Rákóczi II,

of Hungary. The church was consecrated on

Transylvanian and Hungarian Prince can be

5 August 1509, in the honour of Our Lady of

found on the square and also the memo-

Snows after the famous Roman Santa Maria

rial pillar of the Szőreg battle of the 1848-

Maggiore basilica. The troops of János Huny-

49 war of independence (5 August 1849).

adi, setting off for Nándorfehérvár, gathered

A marble slab at the foot of the memorial

on the square of the later Franciscan church

records the names of the thirteen persons

in June 1456, and later János Kapisztrán also

who died as martyrs in Arad. The one-time

followed them from here. Matthias Hunyadi

Piarist grammar school and monastery can

decided at the national assembly held here in

be found on the side of the square in the

1458-59 to make the presence of the hussars

direction of the Tisza. Today, the Faculty of

regular in his army. The plastic art work repre-

Natural Sciences of the university operates

senting King Mathias can be seen on the side

in the building, also housing the world fa-

of the church. A Franciscan exhibition place

mous Bolyai Institute. Behind the building,

was established in the Monastery in 2011. The

on the Béla Rerrich Square, we can find the

convent and the church can be visited upon

copy of the most significant work of Hun-

preliminary registration.

garian gothic sculpture, the statue of Saint
George the dragon killer of the Kolozsvári

•◊•

brothers. The square is bordered by the He-

Árvízi Emlékmű (Flood Memorial)

roes’ Gate from the south, erected in the

6720 Szeged, Korányi fasor 12.

honour of soldiers fallen during World War

GPS: N 46°14'43.606'' E 20°09'1.097''

I. The arches of the gate are decorated with
the frescos of Vilmos Aba-Novák. The stat-

The Flood Memorial was prepared for 12

“for his findings in the field of biological

ues of Hungarian soldiers on its facade (the

March 1979 to commemorate the hun-

burning processes, especially the role of vi-

living and the dead soldier) also bring the

tamin C and the fumaric acid catalysis”. Up to

memory of the victims of World War I in our

the present day, he is the only Hungarian sci-

mind.

entist who merited the best known decoration of the world by his activities carried out
at home. The town, the university and the
Faculty of Medicine established a memorial
room as a permanent exhibition place in the
Dean’s Office of the Faculty on the occasion of the 70th anniversary of the award of
the a Nobel Prize. Apart from the memorial
dredth anniversary of the flood catastrophe

room, the South American Pre-Columbian

of Szeged. Apart from the coat of arms of

collection of statues and articles of personal

Szeged, the coats of arms of cities offering

use, donated to the Faculty of Medicine by

their help and the names of persons render-

Egon Diczfalusy, living in Sweden, can also

ing outstanding services in the reconstruc-

be found in the historic building constructed

Dóm tér, Fogadalmi templom

tion can also be seen on the concrete con-

in 1911. The Albert Szent-Györgyi Memorial

(Cathedral Square, Votive Church)

soles covered by black granite slab in the

Room and the collection can be visited by

6720 Szeged, Dóm tér 15.

foreground of the memorial.

groups, upon preliminary registration.

GPS: N 46°14'53.384'' E 20°08'54.649''

•◊•

Telephone: +36 62/420-157
•◊•

Upon

preliminary

registration,

Monday-

E-mail: hivatal@szegedidom.hu

Szent-Györgyi Albert Emlékszoba

Wednesday: 10.00-12.00 and 14.00-16.00,

www.dom.szeged.hu

(Albert Szent-Györgyi Memorial Room)

Friday: 10.00-12.00

The large flood of the Tisza in 1879 razed

6725 Szeged, Tisza L. krt. 109.
GPS: N 46°14'45.398'' E 20°08'56.831''

Szeged to the ground, therefore the town
•◊•

made an oath: if Szeged is rebuilt again they

Telephone: +36 62/545-016

Aradi vértanúk tere

would construct a huge church to honour Vir-

Fax: +36 62/545-478

(Square of Arad Martyrs)

gin Mary. This became the Votive Church, or

E-mail: office.aokdh@med.u-szeged.hu,

6721 Szeged, Aradi vértanúk tere

by a better known name, the Cathedral (Dome)

abraham.hajnalka@med.u-szeged.hu

GPS: N 46°14'51.848'' E 20°08'48.431''

of Szeged, which is the only cathedral built in
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the 20th century in Hungary. The construction

ry gothic style. The entrance is decorated by

gave wonderful advice to the designer ar-

started in 1913, and it was finished in several

a stone lamb from the Roman period (Agnus

chitect, Baumhorn Lipót and this cooperation

parts. The height of the towers reached by

Dei). It cannot be visited from the inside.

had magnificent results.

World War I is signalled with the lines of the
•◊•

“Szózat” (Appeal in English, considered as a
second national anthem of Hungary), and the

Klauzál tér

cathedral was finally consecrated on 24 Oc-

(Klauzál Square)

tober 1930. One of the largest church organs

6720 Szeged, Klauzál tér

of Europe can be found here and the second

GPS: N 46°15'8.461'' E 20°08'49.908''

biggest church bell of the country as well, the
Bell of Heroes weighing almost 86 quintals.

One of the first full-body Kossuth statues

The construction, commanding reputation

of the country stands in the middle of the

with its mere parameters, ensures an amaz-

Mediterranean atmosphere Klauzál Square.

ing background for the Open Air Theatrical

Lajos Kossuth as statesman was one of the
leading figures of the war of independence

Festival of Szeged organised annually.
•◊•

The Cathedral Square was planned by Béla

of 1848-49. The words of his recruiting

Rerrich who formulated the 12 thousand m2

Görögkeleti szerb ortodox templom

speech held in Szeged were carved onto

square with arcades in front of the church just

(Serbian Orthodox Church)

its base. One of the most significant histori-

like the Saint Marc Square in Venice.

6720 Szeged, Somogyi u. 3.

cal buildings of the square is the classicist

GPS: 46.249068, 20.150187

Kárász house (No. 5). Lajos Kossuth was

Telephone, fax: +36 62/426-091

the guest of this house and he held his last

Mobil: +36 30/484-8778

speech in Hungary in 1849 from its balcony.
In 1857, Francis Joseph was also accommo-

The Serbian Orthodox Church was construct-

dated in this house when he was in Szeged.

ed in baroque style between 1773 and 1778

The work of Klára Tóbiás, the Well of Kings

and it was dedicated to the honour of Saint

also stands on the square.

Nicholas. Its only tower rising in the sky represents the copf style. The most important
point of interest of the Orthodox Church is
the rococo lace iconostas, originating from
1750, unique in the national pravoslav religious art. In all probability, deep carving
sculptors from Kiev and Vienna also worked
on the formation of the iconostas richly
decorated with gold. The arched tympanum
of the main front of the church, the strongly
divided principal cornice and the wonderful
wall vases also deserve attention.
•◊•

Új Zsinagóga

Széchenyi tér (Széchenyi Square)
6720 Szeged, Széchenyi tér
GPS: N 46°15'14.190'' E 20°08'56.416''

(New Synagogue)
6722 Szeged, Jósika utca 10.
GPS: 46.253992, 20.141995
Telephone: +36 62/423-849
•◊•

•◊•

www.zsinagoga.szeged.hu

Dömötör-torony (Dömötör Tower)
6720 Szeged, Dóm tér 4.

The New Synagogue is the most outstanding

GPS: N 46°14'54.746'' E 20°08'54.321''

building of secession in Szeged. The tourist is
amazed by the floral ornamentations, inte-

The oldest building of the town, the Dömötör

rior wall paintings of the imposing building,

Tower stands on the Cathedral Square, which

fascinating the onlooker with its dimensions

came to light as the baroque tower of the

as well. Its coloured windows come from

Saint Dömötör church was pulled down. The

the famous workshop of Miksa Roth in Bu-

lower part was constructed in the 11th century

dapest. The learned chief rabbi – Immánuel

in Roman style, the upper part is of 13th centu-

Löw – competent in natural sciences as well,

7

One of the best and largest squares of Hungary is the Széchenyi Square with a territory
of more than fifty-thousand square meters,
decorated with statues. The Carrara marble
statue of István Széchenyi, one of the most
definitive 19th century politicians of Hungary,
the founder of several public institutions, is
the first one in the line on the side in the
direction of the Tisza. This is followed by the
statue of Pál Vásárhelyi, the engineer who
regulated the Tisza. The water level of the
Tisza in 1970 and 2006 is marked on the
base. The main figure of the group of stat-

ues, third in the line, represents Lajos Tisza,

We can take a look at the remnants of the

known in Europe, with an internal proportion

a count from Szeged, the government com-

one-time castle, the Maria Theresa gate on

and shaping quite unfamiliar with the church

missioner responsible for the reconstruction

the Stefánia promenade. When the Tatars

construction of the time. From the outside it

of the town following the flood of 1879. The

destroyed the castle, King Béla IV had it re-

is circular, it forms six foils on the inside and

next statue is the portrait of Ferenc Deák,

built. Several famous persons were accom-

it can be traced back to the 8th century Geor-

a 19 century statesman. On the side closer

modated in the castle of Szeged in the course

gian and Armenian prototypes. Two of them

to the Town Hall, we can see the symbolic

of the history. King Joseph II transformed the

can be found along the Upper Tisza (Karcsa,

bronze figures of the Blessing and the De-

fortress into a prison. It was pulled down be-

Gerény) and the foundation of one of them

structive Tisza. Next to them, we can find

tween 1880 and 1882 because of its large

was found a few years ago during excava-

the statue of Kunó Klebelsberg – Minister of

area. After the great flood it used to operate

tions carried out on the castle mound of

Education between 1922 and 1931. The last

as a restaurant, then it housed an exhibi-

Kolozsmonostor. The one in Kiszombor is the

statue couple of the square represents the

tion of the local history from 1949 onwards.

most beautiful and the biggest of all. Today

first Hungarian king, Saint Stephen and his

At present, it also operates as an exhibition

we cannot answer the question definitively

wife, Gisela.

space. The opening hours of the Castle mu-

who and why built this church having such

The building of the Tisza Hotel has to be

seum and Stone Cabinet: Tuesday-Sunday

an oriental character, but it is sure that the

mentioned from among the buildings of the

10.00-17.00

Turks destroying the area – and very often

th

square, which is a memorial place for the
lively literary, historic and artistic life. The
classicist style Zsótér House situated on the

Christian relics as well – did not only preserve
it but also used the rotunda as a sacral space.

4. Kiszombor

The church of Kiszombor could survive this

western side of the square was constructed

period this way and for this reason, and so it

by the famous trading family, the Zsótérs.

Kiszombor is situated near the main road

could remain the only early medieval memo-

The century old plane-trees and the mag-

leading from Szeged to Arad, about 5 kilo-

rial of the South Great Plain up to this day.

nolias are remarkable in the vegetation of

metres from Makó. The first reference of the

the square. The Town Hall is the determining

settlement in the form of Zumbur remained

building of the square, constructed between

in a document dating back to 1247. The medi-

1799 and 1805. Haynau was following the

eval Kiszombor must have had a special sta-

battle of Szőreg on 5 August 1849 from the

tus, verified by its Arpad age round church,

old tower of this building when a cannon ball,

counting as a rarity on an international level

shot from a Hungarian cannon, almost hit it.

as well. After the Turkish destruction, it was

The cannon ball stuck in the wall remained

repopulated from the 17th century, and it be-

in its place for years as one of the memories

came the possession of the Oexel family by

of the war of independence. The Town Hall

auction in 1781 (and the Rónay family from

obtained its eclectic – neo-baroque image

1839). The family playing an important role

after its reconstruction following the flood

in the public life of Torontál and Csongrád

of 1879.

County for more than a hundred years, constructed classicist style mansions and farm
buildings in the village in the middle of the
20th century, determining the image of the
settlement even today. Owing to them, the
township with almost four-thousand inhabitants is the richest village of Csongrád County
as regards the number of historic buildings.
The restored Rónay mansion and the castle
of Móric Rónay are outstanding examples
among them.
•◊•

•◊•

Vármúzeum és kőtár

Rotunda és Római katolikus templom

(Castle Museum and Stone Cabinet)

(Rotunda and Roman Catholic Church)

6720 Szeged, Stefánia sétány 15.

6775 Kiszombor, Szent István tér 2.

GPS: N 46°15'10.357'' E 20°09'8.023''

GPS: N 46°11'14.383'' E 20°25'43.349''

Telephone:

The round church of Kiszombor, constructed

+36 62/549-040

on the turn of the 12th and the 13th century,

Fax: +36 62/549-049

is one of the most significant Roman period

E-mail: info@mfm.u-szeged.hu

memorials of Csongrád County. Altogeth-

www.mfm.u-szeged.hu

er four examples of this rotunda type are
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The line of frescos consisting of five parts,

rounding the church. The 2.5-3 m deep trench

statue of Mihály Fátyol, the one-time well-

was found in the eastern foil of the church

outside the wall emphasised the robust im-

known Gypsy band leader, loved by a lot of

in 1938. It can be visited upon preliminary

pression of the construction even more and

people. The oeuvre of Jenő Kiss won, which

registration.

at the same time it also increased the effec-

was exhibited in 2009 on the occasion of the

tiveness of protection. The fortified church of

100th anniversary of the birth of the musician.

Óföldeák, destroyed by the Turks at the end

The statue stands on the Széchenyi Square,

5. Óföldeák

of the 16th century, must have been one of the
significant loops of chain in the system of bor-

Római katolikus erődtemplom

der castles never totally finished on the South

(Roman Catholic fortified church)

Great Plain, today an imposing memorial of
the gothic church construction of the Great
Plain, and at the same time it is a valuable
and special sight as well.

6. Makó
The history of Makó closely connected to its
river, the Mures. The continuous presence of
the Turks determined the faith of the medieval settlement. They resisted heroically in
1551, but Makó was destroyed by the Turks

on the corner of the Crown Hotel where the

in 1552 and in 1596. But its citizens always re-

famous gypsy band leader played from 1945

built it, until the ravage of the Turks had such

until 1979.

a magnitude in the autumn of 1686 that the
settlement became uninhabited for several

•◊•

years. Its development restarted in the early

Világháborús emlékmű

17th century: its economic life flourished due

(World War Memorial)

to its right to hold national fairs four times a

6900 Makó, Széchenyi tér 10.

year. The onion production exceeding local

GPS: N 46°13'0.877'' E 20°28'30.339''

needs started as early as the end of the 18th

A memorial was erected for those fallen in

century. The flood of 1821 gave further impe-

World War II in the town centre, in the park of

6923 Óföldeák, Dózsa György utca 5.

tus to onion production, as grape-vine planta-

the Csanád Chieftain Square. The statue was

GPS: 46.2947133, 20.4380885; 46°17'42"N

tions around the town were destroyed in the

inaugurated in 1993. The main figure of the

20°26'16"E

flood, and fruit and onion gardening flourished

memorial is a private soldier, leaning on a car-

in their place. The touristic offer of the town

pented cross marking the grave, after having

The written history of today’s Óföldeák, the

was extended with the inauguration of the

played the last honour to his dead comrade.

one-time Fyldyak, stretches back to the 14th

Hagymatikum Bath of Makó in 2012, which

The statue stands on a hill, on a graded lime-

century (1332), but the findings indicate the

is one of the last works of the Kossuth Prize

stone base. The names of the fallen and the

existence of a much older settlement. Its orig-

winner Imre Makovecz, an outstanding oeu-

civilian victims are engraved on the arched

inal owners were royal people, and it was still

vre of organic architecture. Events, festivals

wall standing in front of the statue.

inhabited by nobles at the beginning of the

and the linked gastronomy provide unique

16th century. The fortified church built on the

and special experience to visitors coming to

turn of the 14th and 15th century can be clearly

Makó. The nicest eclectic building of the town

Kossuth Lajos szobra

connected with their presence, which is one

is the Crown Hotel in the centre of the town,

(Lajos Kossuth statue) (1905)

of the most outstanding gothic monuments

on the Széchenyi Square. The monumental

of the South Great Plain. The church, con-

statue of the soldiers fallen in World War I

structed of bricks, was reconstructed several

stands in front of the Crown Hotel.

times in the course of the time. A sanctuary,
•◊•

closing with three sides of the octagon, was
connected with its nave strengthened with

Fátyol Mihály cigányprímás szobra

buttresses. Its gothic bell-tower is situated a

(Statue of Mihály Fátyol gypsy band

bit more north from the church and later it

leader)

was constructed into the massive, about 4-7

6900 Makó, Széchenyi tér 10.

meters thick fortification wall, constructed

GPS: N 46°12'54.911'' E 20°28'31.633''

on the turn of the 15th and 16th century, sur-

In 2008, a call was published for creating the

9

•◊•

•◊•

and Greeks. Smaller Romanian, Hungarian

Szent István Templom (Saint Stephen Church)

and Slovakian groups also arrived in the 19th

6900 Makó, Széchenyi tér 22.
GPS: N 46°12'53.615'' E 20°28'42.167''

6900 Makó, Szent István tér 22/a.

century. The Germans constituted the ma-

We can find the statue of Lajos Kossuth in the

GPS: N 46°12'51.670'' E 20°28'0.135''

jority of the population until the middle of

town centre of Makó, in front of the Town

E-mail: makobelvegyhaz@gmail.com

the 20th century. The settlement became fa-

Hall. Although Kossuth only visited Makó

www.makobelvegyhaz.hu

mous in 1799 all over Europe when a peas-

once, the governor always had a large cult

ant discovered the “treasure” consisting of

in the town, so the citizens of Makó guarded

23 pieces of golden objects with a weight of

and still guard his memory in several ways.

altogether about 10 kg, probably prepared by

He was elected as the honorary citizen of

the Avars somewhere in the middle of the

Makó in 1887. The statue represents Lajos

first millennium. The treasure was transport-

Kossuth with an energetic pathos and we

ed to Vienna where it can be admired today

can see a lion in front of the supporting pillar

in the Museum of Art History.

with a sword between his paws.
•◊•

Castelul Nako şi colecţia memorială

•◊•

József Attila Múzeum – Állandó kiállítás

„Béla Bartók”

Galamb József emlékére - Ford-T Modell

(The Nako Castle and the Memorial Collec-

(Attila József Museum – Permanent exhi-

tion of Béla Bartók)

bition for the memory of József Galamb -

305600 Sânnicolau Mare, Str. Republicii nr. 15

Ford-T Model)

GPS: 46.071173 N, 20.625855 E

6900 Makó, Megyeház utca 4.

Telephone: +40 256/370-042

GPS: N 46°12'54.089'' E 20°28'51.601'';
At the end of the 1780s, during the reign of
Emperor Joseph II, the court of Vienna sold

The Saint Stephen parish church is one of the
most beautiful Christian churches of Makó,
the centre of the local Roman Catholic community, situated in the one-time catholic district. It was built in baroque style, its facade is
divided by horizontal and vertical elements.
The parish church, first named in Hungary
N 46°12.902’ E 020°28.875’

after King Saint Stephen, was consecrated

Telephone, fax: +36 62/213-540

in 1772. A memorial plaque was placed on

E-mail: jozsefattila.mako@museum.hu, ja-

the wall, near its entrance dedicated to Saint

muz@freemail.hu; www.mfm.u-szeged.hu

Stephen, thanking for his state organising
activities. The painting of the main altar

The Attila József Museum of Makó won the

represents King Saint Stephen, offering his

title “the Museum of the Year” in 2005. Its

crown to Mary.

exhibitions present among others the 700

Opening hours of the parish office: Monday-

year old history of Makó, the work of the

Friday 8.00-12.00

famous offsprings of the town. We can also

Opening hours of the church: during service

see paintings and statues in the building,

and with registering in advance

there is an outdoor village museum in its
courtyard. One of its permanent exhibitions
raises a monument to the memory of József

7. Sânnicolau Mare

Galamb, the offspring of Makó, where the
visitor can familiarise with the Ford-T model

Serbs were settled in the surroundings of the

and its constructor. Real vehicle rarities are

town in 1481. The ethnic structure remained

put on the show at the exhibition: a Ford-T

unchanged during the following few centu-

Touring produced in 1919 and a T-model pre-

ries with Serbian dominance right until the

pared in 1925 with its repaired and operating

modern age, when Germans arrived in large

engine. Opening hours: Wednesday-Sunday

numbers (1752-1773) in ”Großsanktnikolaus”,

9.00-16.00

shortly followed by Macedonian Romanians
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Banat territories at auctions. The Nákó fam-

307240 Lenauheim

of different Ottoman administrative units be-

ily bought the territory of Sânnicolau Mare

GPS: 45.871904 N, 20.801733 E

tween 1552 and 1716, but in October 1716,

and they had good influence on the devel-

Lenauheim Mayor’s Office

after a siege of one and a half months, the

opment of the area: they opened the first

Telephone:

Turkish garrison surrendered to the Habsburg

school of agriculture on the territory of the

+40 256/360-248

army lead by Prince Jenő Savoyai. Timişoara

present day Romania, they supported cul-

was rebuilt during the forthcoming decades.

ture and church construction, they financed

The ethnic majority was formed by people

the building of the hospital, etc. The castle

of German nationality in Timişoara until the

that we can see today in the centre of the

1930s. They protected the Jews from the

town, used to be a centre of nobility, char-

Holocaust during Wold War II, but in winter

acteristic in the Banat. It was constructed in

1944-1945 a few thousand inhabitants of

1864 in historic-eclectic style with a romantic

German nationality of Timişoara were de-

tower on its northern part, supplied with bal-

ported to coal mines of the Soviet Union to

ustrades. At present the Cultural Centre and

do forced labour there. Communism led to

Museum of the town can be found here. The

the complete loss of democratic freedom

most important collection commemorates

and also to economic catastrophe. In De-

the best-known son of the town, the com-

cember 1989 the inhabitants of Timişoara

poser Béla Bartók (1881—1945). Bartók was

became solidary concerning the case of the

born in Sânnicolau Mare, this multicultural

parish priest Tőkés regardless of their nation-

environment influenced his work to a great

ality or religious domination, and so the most

extent. He was a world famous composer,

dramatic revolution of Eastern Europe starts

an excellent piano player, and an obsessed

soon, leading to the dismissal of the dicta-

collector of Hungarian, Romanian, Serbian,

tor Nicolae Ceauşescu and his reign of terror.

Roma, Croatian and Turkish folk music or

Today Timişoara is a town with outstanding

even that of certain Northern African territo-

economy with a lot of foreign investment, a

ries. Apart from old photos, notes and manu-

strong academic centre and a lively cultural

scripts, the phonograph of Bartók can also be

The”Nikolaus Lenau” memorial house and

environment. Before starting your visit, we

seen in the Sânnicolau Mare collection, with

the ethnographic collection of the Swabian in

recommend you to obtain a map of the town

which he recorded folk music.

the Banat are situated in a spacious building

at the Timişoara Touristic Information Cen-

constructed in 1775. The exhibition introduces

tre (Infocentrul Turistic Timişoara – 300001

details in two languages from the life of the

Timişoara, Str. Alba Iulia nr. 1, Telephone: +40

largest Austrian poet of the generation before

256/437-973, GPS: 45.754166 N, 21.226219 E;

1848. The other wing of the building is about

opening hours: Monday-Friday 9.00-20.00;

A settlement called Csatád used to stand

the life of the “Swabians in the Banat”, it intro-

Saturday 9.00-17.00)

in the Middle Ages on the present territory

duces a characteristic Swabian household and

of the village, which probably disappeared

a collection consisting of 51 puppets, every

during the Turkish rule. The village was re-

couple of which wears the national costume

created from nothing in the time of Maria

(”Tracht”) of a Swabian village.

8. Lenauheim

•◊•

Piaţa Victoriei (Victory Square)

Theresa with the settlement of 202 German

GPS: 45.75244 N, 21.225146 E

families in 1767. The population largely in-

www.timisoara-info.ro

creased, it reached 3155 inhabitants in 1880.

9. Timişoara

The Piaţa Victoriei (Victory Square) is today

The name of the village was only changed to
Lenauheim in 1920, as the national feelings

Timişoara is the seat of Timiş County and

the main square of Timişoara, the centre of

of the Banat Germans revived. Although the

it is also the most significant town of the

the town. The triple wall of the Timişoara

majority of Germans left Lenauheim at the

historic Banat with 310,000 inhabitants on

castle stretched here until 1910. The won-

beginning of the 1990s, we can find several

the western part of Romania. Its estab-

derful secession style buildings were con-

old houses with narrow facades while walk-

lishment may be put to approximately the

structed on the “esplanade” (the western

ing in the village, often decorated with the

11th-12th century. Charles Robert (1315—1323)

part of the square) and on the “Surogat” (the

marks of the “village baroque of the Banat”.

Hungarian king chose Timişoara as his seat

eastern part) between 1910 and 1941. Most

– the settlement became one of the lead-

of them are decorated blocks of flats built by

•◊•

ing towns of the Hungarian kingdom as the

the wealthy citizens of the town, as the ma-

Casa Memorială „Nikolaus Lenau” şi

royal court moved to Timişoara. The castle

jority of the owners are Jewish merchant or

colecţia etnografică a şvabilor bănăţeni

situated among the swamps of the Bega re-

manufacturer families. At the same time, the

(”Nikolaus Lenau” Memorial House and

sisted the siege of the peasant army led by

memorial standing in the geometrical centre

the Ethnographic Collection of the Swa-

György Dózsa (1514), but it was soon taken

of the square is in connection with the Euro-

bian in the Banat)

by the Turks (1552). Timişoara was the seat

pean fascism: the “Lupa Capitolina” (or “fe-

11

•◊•

•◊•

Castelul Huniade – Muzeul Banatului

Piaţa Libertăţii (Freedom Square)

(Hunyadi Castle – Banat Museum)

GPS: 45.75573 N, 21.227211 E

300002 Timişoara, Piaţa Huniade nr. 1

www.timisoara-info.ro

GPS: 45.753391 N, 21.227056 E
Telephone: +40 256/491-339,

The Piaţa Libertăţii (Freedom Square) is situ-

+40 256/201-321

ated north of the Victory Square, in the mid-

E-mail:

dle of the old “inner town” (the town sur-

muzeul.banatului@muzeulbanatului.ro

rounded by the wall). Originally it was called

www.muzeulbanatului.ro

“Paradeplatz” in the 18th century as the garrison headquarters were here (“New generalship” on the eastern side, 1727) and the

male wolf”) statue is on the one hand a Latin

officer’s club (on the western side, baroque-

symbol; but on the other hand it was a gift

rococo, about 1780). The Old Mayor’s Office

from the Mussolini government. The square

can be found on the northern side (1734);

was an important venue of the Revolution

there is an inscription with Arabic writing on

of 1989: many people were shot dead here

the right hand side of the entrance, one of

on 17 and 18 December 1989. The horrors

the few memories of Turkish rule. The next

are signalled by many crosses and memo-

building in the E. Ungureanu Street is the

rial plaques, for example near the entrance

former cloister of the Franciscan monastery

of the cathedral (some people died on the

– there is a canon ball embedded in the wall

stairs in front of the entrance as well). The

of the building, originating from the siege

traces of bullets can still be seen on the ga-

of the Hungarian revolutionary army in the

ble of the Löffler Palace. The revolutionists

summer of 1849. The middle of the Freedom

occupied the balcony of the opera house on

Square is dominated by the memorial of the

20 December and the initial organisation of

Virgin Mary and Saint Nepomuk, it is a ba-

the movement started. This is also the rea-

roque style pillar of special beauty, brought

son of the name Victory Square.

from Vienna in 1756. It was damaged by the
bullets in December 1989 so it had to be

•◊•

renovated thoroughly.

Catedrala Mitropolitană şi Colecţia de
artă bisericească veche a Arhiepiscopiei

•◊•

Piaţa Sfântul Gheorghe

Timişoarei (Archiepiscopal Cathedral and
the Art Collection of the Archbishopric of

The temporary museum collections can be

(Saint George Square)

Timişoara)

visited daily between 10.00 and 18.00 in the

GPS: 45.755695 N, 21.228815 E

300006 Timişoara, Bd. Regele Ferdinand I

exhibition halls of the Theresa Bastion, with

www.timisoara-info.ro

nr. 1 (entry from the cathedral on the right

the exception of Monday.

hand side)

This square was the scene of town guerrilla

GPS: 45.750696 N, 21.224046 E

It is one of the oldest buildings of the town,

warfare in December 1989; the Saint George

Telephone: +40 729/626-260,

only containing a few elements from its me-

memorial respects the memory of the ten

+40 744/985-957

dieval history.

children who died in the fight of those days.

E-mail: evailies@yahoo.com

The first version of the castle was built be-

We can also find the house in the direct vi-

www.mitropolia-banatului.ro

tween 1307 and 1315 in the time of King

cinity (2 General Praporgescu Str.) where

Opening hours: Monday 10.00-14.00,

Charles Robert who also lived here. It under-

György Klapka, hero of the 1848-49 Hungar-

Tuesday-Saturday 09.00-17.00, Sunday

went large changes in the 15th-16th century

ian war of independence (commander of the

10.00-14.00

when it was modernised on the principle of

castle of Komárom, the last one to surrender

the bastion castles under the threat of Otto-

to the Habsburgs) was born. His father, József

The Victory Square (Piaţa Victoriei) is closed

man attacks. It was severely damaged dur-

Klapka was a printer and then the Mayor of

by the Romanian orthodox archiepiscopal ca-

ing the attacks of 1552, 1716 and 1849, but

Timişoara. He opened the first lending library

thedral on the south, the slender silhouette of

it was always reconstructed – although not

of the Empire in the building now situated at

which has become the symbol of the town. It

always in line with its previous form.

8 Episcop Augustin Pacha Street.

was constructed between 1936 and 1946, the

Today’s eclectic facade also bearing romantic

reason for building it is the growth of the Ro-

elements originates from 1856.

manian population from the 1930s onwards.

The Banat Museum is here today (with its

Palatul Episcopiei Romano-Catolice

The very valuable old church art collection can

archeological, historical and natural science

(Roman Catholic Episcopal Palace)

be found in the basement of the cathedral.

sections).

300055 Timişoara, str. Episcop Augustin
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•◊•

Pacha nr. 4

300085 Timişoara, Piaţa Unirii nr. 1

face, had been infected with the pathogen of

GPS: 45.756378 N, 21.229813 E

GPS: 45.757424 N, 21.229196 E

the cholera. The name “Unification Square”

Telephone: +40 256/490-081

Telephone: +40 256/491-592

originates from the unification of 1918 (the

E-mail:

E-mail: muzeuldeartatm@clicknet.ro

unification of the Banat with Romania), the

archivum_dioecesanum_tm@yahoo.de

www.muzeuldeartatm.ro

Romanian army entered the town on 3 Au-

It can be visited upon preliminary registra-

gust 1919.
•◊•

tion.

Catedrala Episcopală Ortodoxă Sârbă şi

•◊•

The Palatul episcopiei romano-catolice (Ro-

Palatul Episcopiei (Serbian Orthodox Epis-

Bastionul Theresia (Theresa Bastion)

man Catholic Episcopal Palace) is a large

copal Cathedral and Episcopal Palace)

300054 Timişoara, Str. Popa Şapcă nr. 2.

baroque building constructed between 1743

300085 Timişoara, Piaţa Unirii nr. 4

GPS: 45.756969 N, 21.232796 E

and 1748. The Roman Catholic Diocese of

GPS: 45.757748 N, 21.227952 E

Opening hours of the exhibition halls:

Timişoara reckons itself the successor of the

Telephone: +40 256/204-336

Tuesday-Friday 10.00-18.00, closed on

Cenad Episcopacy, established back in 1030

E-mail: eparhijatemisvarska@yahoo.com

Monday

by Gerhard de Sagredo. We can also find a

Opening hours: between 10.00 and 15.00 on

religious art collection in the building, con-

workdays

The Theresa Bastion is the most important

taining statues, paintings, documents and

remnant of the huge fortification system

what is more, numismatic pieces and pa-

of the castle of Timişoara. The fortification

pal charters as well. There is a collection of

met the requirements of latest defence

coloured glass window of secessionist style

techniques of the time; it was constructed

on the upstairs of the building. The name of

between 1732 and 1761. It became one of

the street originates from Bishop Augustus

the largest castles of Eastern Europe (the

Pacha who was put to prison at the age of

thickness of the three “walls” was about

80 by the communists, with the charge of

450 metres including the water trenches as

“collaboration with Hitler” and” espionage for

well). The Theresa Bastion was only one of

the Vatican”.

the nine bastions of the castle. It was besieged only once by Hungarian revolutionists
•◊•

in the summer of 1849. The siege lasted for

Piaţa Unirii (Unification/Cathedral

107 days, but the Austrian army, situated in

Square)

the “inner town”, put up a stiff resistance.

GPS: 45.757946 N, 21.228966 E

The square was already surrounded by build-

At that time, the Hungarian revolutionary

www.timisoara-info.ro

ings in the 1760s, the largest one of which

army could practically take every castle in

is the “baroque palace”, housing the Artis-

Hungary and in Transylvania, it was only im-

tic Museum of Timişoara today, taking pride

possible to occupy the castle of Timişoara in

in the valuable collections of Romanian and

the Banat. The lengthy siege drew important

European artists. The Roman Catholic Ca-

forces form the revolutionists and this ena-

thedral stands on the eastern side of the

bled the (Russian) army of the tzar, called in

square (Roman Catholic Episcopal Cathedral,

by Francis Joseph to help, to penetrate into

1737-1774); its founder was Emperor Charles

Transylvania. Today it is considered that,

VI. We can see the buildings of the Serbian

even though the laying down of arms took

Orthodox Episcopacy on the western side

place at Şiria, the Hungarian Revolution was

with the cathedral in the middle.The palace

decisively broken at Timişoara. In 1892 Fran-

on the left hand side is the Episcopal see,

cis Joseph agrees that the fortification should

later reconstructed in secessionist style; one
of the interesting artistic collections of the
Serbian episcopacy can be seen here: old
icons, portraits of bishops, manuscripts, en•◊•

gravings of the famous Zaharia Orfelini, etc.

Muzeul de Artă Timişoara

The memorial standing in the middle of the

(Artistic Museum of Timişoara)

square is known by the name “plague pillar”,
it represents the Holy Trinity. It was made
in Vienna in 1740 and it reminds us of the
dramatic plague epidemic of 1738-1739. The
408 metre deep well situated east of the
pillar also reminds us of the plague; it was
suspected that the water, close to the sur-
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be pulled down. Even the dismantling was a

The Industrial town is situated east of the

out on 15-16 December 1989 on these quiet

serious task, it lasted right until 1910.

centre, following the Decebal Bridge. The

streets (Calvinist church GPS: 45.748106 N,

most spectacular part of the Industrial town

21.218382 E).

•◊•

is situated directly on the east of the Decebal

Memorialul Revoluţiei

Bridge, on the 3 August 1919 Boulevard: the

(Memorial places of the revolution)

bridge itself (the oldest and the most beauti-

300057 Timişoara, Strada Popa Şapcă nr. 3-5

ful one in Timişoara), the buildings from the

GPS: 45.760622 N, 21.231498 E

early 20th century and the secession style

The town of Arad is the western gate of Ro-

Telephone:

fence of the Queen Mary Park artistically

mania, a transport node with an outstand-

+40 356/100-105

executed, characteristic of the flourishing

ing significance on an international level as

+40 256/294-936

period before World War I. The neologian

well. Its multicoloured cultural life and its his-

E-mail: amr@memorialulrevolutiei.ro

Synagogue of the Industrial town can also

toric memorial places give impetus to tour-

www.memorialulrevolutiei.ro

be found at the same place (“Moorish syna-

ism. Several beautiful baroque, renaissance,

10. Arad

gogue – „synagogue maură”). The commu-

eclectic, neo-gothic and secessionist style

The “Memorialul Revoluţiei” is the most

nity of neologian Jews played an important

buildings lead the tourist back into the his-

important place where pieces of information

role in the modernisation of the town on the

tory of the town. The castle of Arad excels

concerning the dramatic events of December

turn of the 19th and the 20th centuries (GPS

from among its monuments and memorial

1989 are guarded, established owing to

coordinates of the synagogue: 45.756356 N,

places, which is one of the most significant

the association bearing the same name.

21.245397 E).

historical monuments of the western part of

Mr. Traian Orban (wounded during the

the country. Unfortunately it is a military area

Revolution with approximately 400 other

today, so it cannot be visited.

citizens of Timişoara) personally deals with
•◊•

the memorial museum. He and his colleagues
have devoted lots of energy to preserve the

Palatul Cultural (Palace of Culture)

proofs directly connected to the bloodshed

310131 Arad, Str. George Enescu 1.

of that time.

GPS: N 46° 10' 26.7" E 21° 19' 13.4"
Contact person: Primaria Municiiului Arad/
•◊•

Biroul de Informare Turistică: “Infotour

Consiliul Judeţean Timiş

Arad" (Arad Mayor’s Office/Infotour Arad)

(Timiş County Council)

Telephone: +40 257/270-277

300034 Timişoara,

E-mail: turism@primariaarad.ro

Bv. Revoluţiei din 1989 nr. 17

www.primariaarad.ro

GPS: 45.755888 N, 21.237565 E
Telephone: +40 256/406-300
E-mail: cjt@cjtimis.ro

The palace of culture of the town is only a
•◊•

few steps from the centre, on the bank of

Cartierele Iosefin şi Elisabetin ( Joseph
The Prefecture of Timiş County and the Timiş

Town and Elisabeth Town quarters)

County Council are placed in the same build-

www.timisoara-info.ro

ing, on the territory where the fortifications
of the castle stood until 1910. The local seat

The Joseph Town and Elisabeth Town quar-

of the Romanian Communist Party also used

ters are easily accessible from the direction

to be here; for this reason, the building was

of the Victory Square, south of the Bega

of primary importance for the revolution-

Channel. The majority of buildings bearing

ists of 1989 just like the Bastille in Paris: the

the marks of secession are apparent. They

building was besieged three times; there

can be seen on the 16 Decembrie 1989 Boul-

were very violent combats here. The army

evard, on the Regele Carol I Boulevard and

first opened fire in the nearby, at the Decebal

on the Plevnei Square (Piaţa Plevnei). We

Bridge on 17 December 1989 (to protect the

can find the buildings of the architect Martin

county seat of the party), the first victims fell

Gemeinhardt here. The Calvinist church and

here. We can find a collection of pictures on

parish can be found on the border line be-

the first floor introducing the revolutionary

tween the two quarters, on the Mary Square

days.

(Piaţa Maria) – the sparkle of the revolution appeared here, starting out from the

the Mures. The building was constructed in

demonstration of solidarity supporting the

1913, the most fertile period of the architect

Cartierul Fabric (Industrial town)

Calvinist priest, László Tőkés. The bloodiest

Lajos Szántay. A part of his plans are pre-

www.timisoara-info.ro

anti-communist revolution of Europe broke

served in the Szántay legacy, in the Palace of

•◊•
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culture. The thoroughly secessionist building

Opening hours: the monastery and the reli-

ed tower, covered with a copper cupola,

created with geometric elements gives an

gious services can be visited by believers of

having a circular ground-plan, stands above

interesting sensation by mixing elements re-

any religion.

the entrance-hall. The light filters through

calling historicism, reaching back to antique

ten beautifully painted glass windows, rep-

and medieval forms of expression. The mass

resenting subjects, characteristic of western

of the building defines the image of the

Christianity.

Mures bank section of the town even today,

church having an exceptionally beautiful

it has not lost from its cultural significance

sound, concerts of religious subject are also

even during the approximately one century.

organised in the church from time to time.

A historical museum operates in the building

The eclectic building applying classicist, ba-

(museum of relics, library picture gallery and

roque and renaissance elements is a defining

local collections).

piece of the early 20th century architecture

Because of the organ of the

of Arad.
•◊•

Monumentul celor treisprezece generali ai
revoluţiei maghiare din 1848-49
(Memorial of the thirteen martyrs of
Arad)
310131 Arad, Piaţa 13 Martiri,
Cartierul Subcetate
GPS: N 46° 9' 43.8" E 21° 19' 55.8"
www.primariaarad.ro

The Orthodox women’s monastery stands
on the north-western border of Arad, on the
edge of the quarter called Gáj. The church,
the country house connected to its northern wall and the farm houses bordering the
courtyard form part of the building complex
•◊•

constructed in the 18th century, significantly
reconstructed during the 20th century. The

Biserica evanghelică luterană/Biserica

original iconostas of the church was paint-

Roşie (Evangelic Church/Red Church)

ed by the famous painter, Stefan Tenecki in

310130 Arad, Bulevardul Revoluţiei 61.

1767. Today, the paintings can be seen in the

GPS: 46.17737 N, 21.31994 E

ecclesiastic museum operating in the mon-

Telephone:

astery. The building is in a relatively good

+40 357/402-013

condition, it is unique in the line of the ancient monuments of the county due to its

The evangelic church constructed in neo-

The thirteen martyrs of Arad – officers in the

baroque character, and at the same time, it

gothic style in 1906 is a special sight of Arad,

Hungarian army – were executed in Arad on

is one of the earliest buildings preserved in

also known as the Red Church because of the

6 October 1849 because of their role played

Arad County.

red ornamental bricks covering the walls.

in the war of independence of 1848-49. The
memorial stands on the southern part of the

•◊•

The rich archway, the pointed tower, the

town, south of the castle built on the bank

Biserica romano-catolică

rectangular altar and the organ made in

of the Mures, on the so-called Scaffold. The

(Roman Catholic Church)

Timişoara are remarkable. The main tower is

obelisk standing on the memorial place to-

310025 Arad, Bl. Revoluţiei nr. 96/a

46 meters high.

day was unveiled on 6 October 1881. On the

GPS: 46.17237 N, 21.31521 E
•◊•

upper part of the simple grey granite obelisk,
lacking all decoration, the thirteen names

The present Minorite church of Arad devot-

Parcul Reconcilierii

figure in the order of executions.

ed to Saint Anthony of Padua, constructed

(Reconciliation Park)

in 1902-1903 after demolishing the baroque

GPS 46.17105N, 21.30879E

•◊•

church of the order (1704), was finally con-

Mănăstirea ortodoxă cu hramul „Sfântul

secrated in 1911. A pieta statue was placed

After defeating the 1848-49 Hungarian war

Simion Stâlpnicul” (Orthodox Monastery

on the facade of the church, on the base

of independence, 13 generals of the Hungar-

Consecrated to Simeon of Pillar-dweller)

above the entrance. We can read the follow-

ian army were sentenced to death and they

310486 Arad, Str. Dunării nr. 170.

ing inscription of the evangelist Lucas in the

were executed in Arad on 6 October 1849.

GPS: N 46° 12' 36.6" E 21° 16' 37.1"

frieze of rim above the statue „My house is

The statue of Freedom was inaugurated on

www.primariaarad.ro

the house of prayer”. A 56 m high ornament-

6 October 1890 in their memory. In 1919,
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the administration of the time removed the

renaissance elements was erected on the

appearance during decades. The leadership

statue complex from its original place, and

place of the former salt-office that closed the

of the town decided in 1864 to construct

it was only erected again in 2004 as a public

old main square. The daily markets used to

a modern theatre for the town. The thea-

place statue after being restored after 85

take place in its elongation. The building was

tre was ready in 1874, the Emperor Francis

years in the memorial park devoted to the

implemented by Ferenc Pekár from Arad,

Joseph also participated at the opening. It

Romanian-Hungarian reconciliation. We can

somewhat simplifying the original plans.

became the victim of conflagrations in the

find the statue of Avram Iancu, a Romanian

The building considered as an architectural

course of the time, but the leaders of the

defender of freedom and his comrades on

pearl was meant to prove the modernisation

town always made sure about reconstruc-

a 9 metre triumphal arch facing the group

of the town of Arad, raising it to a European

tion and modernisation as well from time to

of sculpture, the work of the sculptor, Ioan

town at the end of the 19th century. The clock

time. The three storey establishment erected

Bolborea.

was brought from Switzerland into its 54 m

in neo-classical style is still one of the most

high tower in 1878. The colourful glass win-

imposing buildings of the town.

dows of the passage represent the seasons
•◊•

in allegoric pictures. The square in front of the
building was called Revolution Square in the
memory of the events of December 1989.

Biserica ortodoxă sârbă, cu hramul
Sfinţilor Petru şi Pavel
(Serbian Church devoted to Saint Peter
and Saint Paul)
310091 Arad, Piaţa Sârbească nr. 1
GPS: 46.16680 N, 21.31175 E
The oldest building of Arad was constructed

•◊•

between 1698 and 1702 in early baroque

Catedrala „Naşterea Sf. Ioan Botezătorul”

style in the old quarter of Arad, in the so-

(Orthodox Cathedral devoted to the birth

called Serbian town. The tower of the church

of Saint John the Baptist)

is made of bronze plates and bears the marks

310090 Arad, Piaţa Catedralei, Nr.1

of rococo style. The cross stands on a ball

GPS: 46.17043 N, 21.31175 E

on its top. It was restored in 1790. We can

Telephone: +40 257/281-803

find books and documents in the collection
of the church presenting the history of the

The historic building, bearing the stylistic

Serbian community of Arad, and the flags
•◊•

marks of the baroque, was built between

of trade guilds of Arad and of border guards

1862 and 1865 upon the plans of the archi-

Teatrul Clasic „Ioan Slavici”

from along the Mures originating from Turk-

tect, Anton Zigler. The construction was fi-

(“Ioan Slavici” Classical Theatre)

ish times and the Habsburg Empire.

nanced by the Mocioni family and Gheorghe

310099 Arad, Bl. Revoluţiei nr. 103

Sina, a banker from Vienna. The inside is

GPS: 46.17117 N, 21.31548 E

decorated with Byzantine style frescos rep-

Telephone:

Turnul de apă din Arad

resenting scenes from the Bible and saints.

+40 257/280-016

(Arad Water Tower)

Its bell was cast in 1764 for its predecessor,

Fax: +40 257/280-018

310101 Arad, Str. Ceaikovski nr. 9A

•◊•

the old cathedral, which was demolished,

GPS: 46.16973 N, 21.30779 E

and the bell was taken in this building from

Telephone: +40 257/280-886

there. The church functioned as the cathe-

Fax: +40 257/255-495

dral of the Arad episcopacy until 2009 when
the new Holy Trinity Cathedral was finished
in Arad.
•◊•

Palatul Administrativ din Arad
(Town Hall of Arad)
310130 Arad, Bl. Revoluţiei nr. 75.
GPS: 46.17541 N, 21.31898 E
Telephone, fax: +40 257/270-277
E-mail: turism@primariaarad.ro

The first theatre of the town of Arad was

It was constructed between 1872 and 1875

built between 1816 and 1817 by the initiative

upon the plans of Ödön Lechner. The eclectic

of Jakab Hirschl, a tradesman from Vienna

building decorated with classicist and neo-

where several theatrical groups made their

16

The 35 meter high building, planned by Miklós

The antecedent of the Orthodox Church

18.00, on Saturday and Sunday 9.00-18.30

Ybl, resembling a medieval tower, was inau-

of Lipova dates back to the 14th century

The stairs to the church lead from the centre,

gurated in 1896. The strong building erected

and perhaps it used to belong to a Serbian

from the square near the Mayor’s Office.

of stones and bricks served the water supply

monastery. The Turks transformed it into a

of the town, but it also provided the alarm

mosque. It was reconstructed from its ruins

in case of fire. This was the reason why it

in baroque style in 1732 and it was enlarged

was placed in the direct neighbourhood of

in 1797. Master craftsman Nedelcu Popovici

the fire brigade. It was the highest building

prepared its frescos in 1732, but the paint-

of the town at the time of its construction. It

ings near the entrance were painted much

was used for water supply until 1956. Today,

earlier. The frescos of the external walls, also

it is a museum and exhibition space.

painted in 1732, are covered with plasterwork. The most beautiful pieces of its iconostas were made by Stefan Tenecki in 1785.

11. Lipova

The (former Orthodox) school standing next
to the church was built in 1773, this was the

Lipova is situated on the left bank of the

first permanent Romanian Orthodox school

Mures, 30 km form Arad, the settlement is

of the town. The upper floor was construct-

mentioned by documents as early as 1324.

ed on it in 1818. The place can be visited any

It includes the former settlements of Radna

time, information is available at the parish

and Șoimoș. The history of Lipova is closely

near the church.

connected with the castle that used to stand
here, probably constructed by Béla IV during
the years following the Mongol invasion, as
this was the settlement in Transylvania that
was most exposed to foreign invasions. The
castle had several owners in the course of
the history. Apart from the castle, the Mures

The monastery can be found on the Lipova

also had an important role in the develop-

hill. The Catholic Monastery is well-known

ment of the settlement: Lipova was the stor-

in the country and abroad as well. Radna is
an important place of worship for Mary in

age place of salt mined in Transylvania and
•◊•

Arad County. György Vrichonassa, a catho-

15 -17 centuries.

Muzeul orășenesc din Lipova „Sever Bocu”

lic Bosnian merchant bought its painting in

Radna, one of the most famous places of

(Sever Bocu town memorial museum)

1668, which later decorated the altar of the

worship for Mary, can be found north-west

315400 Lipova, str. N. Bălcescu nr. 21

old chapel. In 1695, after Lipova was taken

of Lipova.

GPS: N 46° 55’19”, E 021° 41’68.58'

by the Turks, this was also lit by several

Telephone: +40 257/563-303

other objects of worship, but the painting re-

Opening hours: form Tuesday to Sunday:

mained intact in the fire. Fiery roof tiles fell

9.00 – 17.00, it is closed on Monday

onto the Turkish army from the blazing roof

transported for exports on the Mures in the
th

th

•◊•

Bazarul turcesc (Turkish Bazaar)
315400 Lipova, Strada Nicolae Balcescu

of the chapel. The church was reconstructed

nr. 27.

The one-time castle of Ion Mișici ( János Mis-

later, in 1730, a Franciscan convent and later,

GPS: N 46° 5' 41.2" E 21° 41' 19.6"

sics, Member of Parliament of the Lipova

in 1767, a church of worship was built to hon-

In 1717, Löffelholz imperial colonel, com-

district in 1861 and in 1865–1868) was built in

our the painting. It has become the place of

mander of the Arad castle had the last rem-

the first half of the 19th century. It was trans-

pilgrimage for the citizens of Arad and the

nants of the castle pulled down, therefore

formed by Sever Bocu for his own purposes

surroundings since then.

only the one-time Turkish Bazaar makes us

in 1930. Today the town museum operates in

remember Turkish times.

the building, where paintings from the Eleonora Costescu and Vasile Varga collection

•◊•

Biserica ortodoxă
(Orthodox Church)

12. Șoimoș

are exhibited.
It was Șoimoș village until 1910, belonging to
•◊•

Lipova from an administrative point of view.

315400 Lipova, Str. 9 Mai nr. 9.

Mănăstirea Maria Radna

The first reference of the settlement can be

GPS: N 46° 5.5887', E 021° 42.0488'

(Monastery of Radna)

put to the 1270s. Its castle was built by Paul,

Telephone: +40 723/375-552,

Radna, str. Iancu Jianu nr. 1 (Dealu Plopilor)

a ban in Severin between 1272 and 1275 to

+40 257/561-109

GPS: N 46° 5' 57.17" E 21° 41' 10.93"

be the centre of his estate, which was also

E-mail: office@bisericaortodoxalipova.ro

Telephone: +40 257/563-092

the centre of the king’s rule in the 14th cen-

www.bisericaortodoxalipova.ro

Opening hours: from Monday to Friday 9.00-

tury. Later it was owned by János Hunyadi,

17

who had the external wall ring constructed

13. Şiria

The castle had a significant garrison as early
as 1331. In the first part of the 15th century,

and had the castle wing extended. The Turkish troops besieged the settlement and the

It is situated 25 km north of Arad. The army

King Mathias was the lord of the castle,

castle in vain first, but the defenders favour-

lead by Artúr Görgey laid down the arms on

and the Báthory family between 1461 and

ing Ferdinand surrendered the territory to

13 August 1849 on the field near Şiria to the

1464. In 1514 it was occupied by the troops

the Turks in the next year. The consequence

troops of the Russian general, Rüdige, as

of György Dózsa, and then the Turks in the

of the several successful recapturing and be-

the closure of the war of independence of

middle of the 16th century who hold it in their

ing seized by the Turks from time to time

1848-49. But the village is not only famous

hands until 1595. It assured accommodation

was that the settlement and the castle had

for this, but also for the castle above it, first

for the garrison of Vitéz Mihály in 1599-1600.

to be abandoned and exploded at the end

mentioned by sources in 1318 (“the fortifica-

It was owned by the Turks again between

of the 1700s.

tion of Şiria”). The settlement and the castle

1607 and 1693. Its perishing was worsened

probably owe their establishment in the 13th

by the fact that during the construction of

century to the period following the Mongol

the castle in the village around 1750, stone

•◊•

Ruinele cetăţii Șoimoș

invasion demolishing the country. The Cister-

serving as building material was taken from

(Ruins of the Castle of Solymos)

cian abbacy of the town was established in

here. Its remnants were shot down by the

GPS: N 46° 6' 53.5" E 21° 43' 37.1"

1190. The remnants of the castle built around

Austrian army with cannons in 1784, in the

The ruins of the castle with historic signifi-

the 13th century can still be clearly seen

time of the Horia uprising.

cance can be freely visited all through the

above Şiria. In line with the description of

The Bohus Castle constructed in the 19th

year.

Evlia Cselebi Turkish traveller visiting here in

century in neo-classic style is situated un-

the 17th century: „a small, strong, colourful

der the castle hill. It has 30 rooms and an

castle above the tall red rock rising to the

entry decorated with Doric pillars. The talks

top of the sky like the nest of a falcon. There

between Görgey and Frolov representing the

are sixty houses, a jami and a granary in the

tzar were carried out in this building at the

castle but no other buildings. The pilgrimage

end of the 1848-49 war of independence, on

place of the martyrs is in front of its only

the dawn of the unconditional laying down

gate looking on the east ".

of arms in 1849. Today, the castle houses the
museum of the great Romanian writer, Ioan

•◊•

Slavici (1848-1925) born in Şiria. The muse-

Ruinele cetăţii Șiria

um of the musician Emil Montia (1887-1965)

(Ruins of the Castle of Şiria)

was also set up here who was not born in

The castle, belonging to Lipova from an ad-

GPS: N 46° 15' 58.7" E 21° 39' 24.8"

Şiria but he lived here.

ministrative point of view, appears in front of

The castle ruins with historic significance can

our eyes as we proceed from the direction

be visited freely all through the year.

of Lipova to Șoimoș (Solymos) in a few min-

14. Pâncota

utes. The castle was probably built in 1278 on
the hill towering near the settlement. Queen

Pâncota is situated 44 kilometres from Arad,

Isabella took a rest here for a few days in

at the north-western foot of the Zarand

1541 on her way from Buda, taken by the

Mountain (Munţii Zarandului), on a flat

Turkish sultan, Suleiman, to Transylvanian

country, near the Pâncota Brook. The crafts-

territories. A deep dry ditch surrounded the

man centre of the 19th century was already

Castle of Șoimoș, which could be crossed on

famous for its fairs in the 18th century. Its

a wooden bridge laid on stone pillars a long

baroque style castle also bearing rococo

time ago. Its former gatehouse is almost in-

elements was constructed by József Diet-

tact. The square old tower is above the nar-

rich in 1830, and it was inherited by József

row castle-yard, bordered by the wings of

Sulkowsky in 1855. 500 metres from its limits,

the castle. The general view is sad, although

on the northern part of the Zarand Mountain

the corbels of the balcony of Queen Isabella

above the town we can find the remnants

defy the centuries.

of a castle: an oval mound with a defensive
rampart around it. The writer and dramatist

It can be accessed in 30 minutes on foot, the

Gergely Csíky (1842—1891) was born in the

compelling spectacle of the Mures Gorge

settlement. His commemorative plaque on

opens up for us from among the ruins. The

the wall of his house of birth was erected

castle of Șoimoș, in spite of the large scale

on the 15th anniversary of his death by the

devastation, is still an important historical

Kölcsey Association in Arad. Oszkár Asbóth,

monument of the Mures Valley. The prepa-

the inventor of the helicopter was born here

ration for its reconstruction has started.

on 31 March 1891.
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15. Dezna

12th-13th century Byzantine fresco, the church

can be visited at any time, information is

on the main street was constructed in the

available at the parish on the opposite side

Ruinele cetăţii Dezna

middle of the 18th century. In the surround-

of the road.

(Ruins of the Castle of Dezna)

ings of the settlement, guests may visit tradi-

GPS: N 46° 24' 40.6" E 22° 15' 4.6"

tional craftsmen’s workshops: a potter’s and
cooper’s workshop (Târnăviţa), icons (Poien-

We can find the ruins of the castle of Dezna

ari), naive paintings (Brusturi). The following

32 km from Ineu on the east, on the castle

historical monuments and memorial places

hill above the township of Dezna. The ruins

can be seen in the settlement: Ducal Church

can be found on the 389 m high hill rising

(14th century), Fortified Church (1766).

above the village. It was constructed in 1318,
•◊•

it was called Desznye in the Middle Ages.

Biserica „Adormirea Maicii Domnului”

16. Gurahonţ

(Orthodox Church “Adormirea Maicii Domnului” of Hălmagiu)
317160 Hălmagiu, str. Avram Iancu nr. 31
GPS: N 46° 16' 4.9" E 22° 35' 28.6"

18. Poieni

Telephone: +40 257/319-219
Poieni is the last village of the Poienilor ValThe partly gothic “Adormirea Maicii Domnu-

ley of the Bega (valea Bega Poienilor), it

lui” Orthodox Church with tetragonal apse

stretches on the highest point among the

was constructed in 1440 in its present form.

villages found in this valley – Crivina de Sus

According to the Old Slaw language inscrip-

and the centre of the township, Pietroasa

tion of the eastern wall of the nave, it was

are a little bit lower – these two villages also

reconstructed by Moga zupan and his broth-

have a wooden church of their own. The vil-

er. Fresco fragments prepared in the second

lages of the Bega Poienilor Valley are first

half of the 15th century can still be seen on

mentioned in the 16th century, but presum-

the walls of the nave and in the apse. The

ably the villages are older than this.

one-time shame stone of the settlement
•◊•

can be seen in the yard of the church where
those found guilty were seated. The Ortho-

Biserica de lemn din Poieni

dox bishop of Arad bears the Hălmagiu name

(Wooden church of Poieni)

among his titles even today.

Sat Poieni, com. Pietroasa
GPS: 45.801491 N, 22.45282 E

Starting out from here, we can visit the 18th
In Gurahonţ, we can visit two Orthodox

century wooden churches of Ioneşti, Tisa,

Contact person: the key of the church is with

churches in the centre of the settlement,

Ţărmure, Bodeşti, Luncşoara, and Vâjdoci

the curators Paveloni Ioan (house No. 19) and

built in the 19th and the 20th centuries. The

settlements.

Hobean Vasile (house No. 21). The visit can

Silva Arboretum is interesting and valuable,
presenting more than 400 species from

be registered by telephone to Ionel Cotocea
•◊•

priest (+40 788/597-582, +40 723/093-733,

every part of the world on the territory of

Biserica „Nașterea Maicii Domnului”

he also speaks English and French.)

12 hectares.

(a countryside baroque style fortified

E-mail through the Touristic Information Cen-

Neighbouring communities can be accessed

church with the birth of the Saint Virgin)

tre of Timişoara: infoturism@primariatm.ro

from Gurahonţ both on foot and by car where

317160 Hălmagiu, Str. Avram Iancu nr. 33/A

we can visit wooden churches in Buceava-

GPS: N 46° 16.0', E 022° 35.0'

The wooden church is in the middle of the

Şoimuş and Mădrigeştiben, water mills in

Telephone: +40 257/319-219

village, near the school, between the main

Honţişor, Iacobini, Zimbru and Iosăşel.

17. Hălmagiu

street and the Bega. The shingle does not
The baroque Birth of the God Mother Ortho-

only cover the roof but the walls of the

dox Church was built in 1757-59 by the be-

church as well and the tower of the church

lievers left without a church, from the dona-

furnished with a double baroque ball. We do

tion of the merchant Andrija Jakubović. (He

not meet paintings of traditional character in

The settlement, already mentioned by sourc-

was buried in the church in 1766.) Its walls

Poieni, as the painter Petru Nicolici worked in

es from the 15th century, became the proper-

were lifted in 1867 by 80 cm, the opening of

classicist style.

ty of the Bethlen family in the 18th century. Its

the doors and windows were enlarged. Its

The majority of the iconographic subjects are

two Orthodox churches are outstanding from

former shingled roof was changed to sheet

also taken from the western church painting,

among its sights. In the older one, there is a

metal in 1896. It is under reconstruction. It

like the “Passion” cycle or the “Bodily acts

19

20. Traian Vuia

of mercy”. The body of the persons are slim

Contact person: Valentin Murar priest, tel-

and gracious; the painter tries to represent

ephone +40 748/776-569; the key of the

the play of features and mimicry of the ac-

church can be found at Simonescu Mir-

The village of Traian Vuia can be found on a

tors with the help of shadows. We can find

cea sacristan (the house opposite the new

hilly country, it is situated on the terraces be-

the Cyrillic letter inscription on the western

church, telephone: +40 256/312-829).

tween the catchment area of the Bega and
the Poiana Ruscăi Mountain, at the conflu-

side tympanum of the nave that helps determine the date of constructing and paint-

The visit can be registered through the Tour-

ing of the church. For those who are inter-

istic Information Centre of Timişoara, in

ested in painting, we recommend the visit

e-mail: infoturism@primariatm.ro

ence of the Bega and the Gladna.
•◊•

of the Curtea wooden church as well; the

Muzeul Traian Vuia

inner frescos were created by the same

(Traian Vuia Museum)

Petru Nicolici, but here in a quite spectacu-

307435 Traian Vuia, Str. Principală nr. 108A

lar baroque style. The church of Curtea was

GPS: 45.798431 N, 22.067177 E

painted almost 10 years before the church

Telephone: +40 256/324-479

of Poieni. At that time the baroque was still

E-mail: comunatraianvuia@yahoo.com

dominant and classicism had not appeared in
A new and modern building houses the Tra-

the Banat yet.

ian Vuia Museum, situated right in the centre of the village on the main road (DN68A,

The wooden church is in the centre of the
village. It was built at the end of the 18th
century from long oak-tree logs (we know
for sure that is was painted in 1781), in a
”Blockbau” system, connected by wooden
nails. The external walls are decorated with
simple wooden crosses for the memory of
the inhabitants who died far away from the
village. The roof is covered with shingle and
the small tower on the western side (above
the nave of the church) finishing in a baroque
ball is also covered with shingle. In line with
traditions, the church has two entrances: the

19. Zolt

women’s entrance is on the western side, and
the men’s entrance is on the south. The spe-

The landscape gradually rises on the north-

cial value paintings created by the “painters”

eastern part of the Banat transforming into

of Lugoj, Teodor and Atanaise can be seen in

a mountainous region – this is the Poiana

the church, painted directly on the wood and

Ruscăi Mountain, forming a natural border-

covering the majority of the inner surfaces.

line between the Banat and Transylvania.

For the eyes of the inexpert, the most inter-

The natural endowments are completed with

esting parts are painted on the ceiling (this is

the Surduc Lake, situated about 15 km from

rather low as the system of logs holding the

the village and it is the largest still water of

tower is above it). We can see the portrait of

Timiş County. Zolt is first mentioned in 1452,

the founder on the left hand side (southern)

but right after 1718 it was still merely a small

wall – Knjaz Obeadă stands dressed in festal

village, with only ten houses. Owing to the

clothes, with a proud lordly port. On the right

isolation of the village this situation has not

hand side of the door we can see the scene

changed significantly to our days.

of the “Last judgement” where several devils torture the souls of the guilty. We can also

•◊•

Lugoj-Deva). The big inventor, the pioneer of
flying, Traian Vuia (1872-1950) is the owner
of the “flying car” invention, and he had it
patented in 1903; The French Academy of
Sciences rejects his project in the same year:
”The problem of flying with a structure heavier than air cannot be solved and it is nothing
else but a dream”. Traian Vuia is considered
to have implemented the first self-driven flying. In 1906 the “Vuia 1” structure was lifted
in the air only by the power of the engine
in Montesson, France, so it had systems of
self-driving, take-off and landing, without a
catapult or other external “aid” devices, so
the event was detailed in the western press
in length. We can find the 1:1 scale copy of
the “Bat”, but several sketches and technical
details can also be found here. The sketch of
a “mobile steam generating equipment” can
also be seen here (patented in 1925) (with
contemporary photos).

see a couple and a devil hammering on a pan

Biserica de lemn din Zolt

does not let them sleep, a snake is stabbing

(Wooden church of Zolt)

through the chest of a guilty woman, etc. It

Sat Zolt, comuna Fârdea

is visible that the devils try to “cheat” while

GPS: 45.757082 N,

measuring good and bad deeds by pulling the

22.255989 E

scale on their side.
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21. Lugoj
Lugoj is first mentioned in 1242 when the
castle of Lugoj was destructed by the huge

•◊•

Tatar attack inflicted upon Europe. The im-

by the presence of the Romanian Orthodox

portance of the settlement increased in the

Podul de fier (The Iron Bridge)

Bishopric and three valuable churches from

course of the time, it became the most im-

305500 Lugoj, Strada Nicolae Bălcescu

the 18th century: two Orthodox (the Episco-

portant castle of the eastern part of the Ba-

(the bridge connects the Unirii Street and

pal and the parish) and a Roman Catholic.

nat; in 1551 Queen Isabella gives an own coat

the Mocioni Street)

Several patinated buildings can be found in

of arms to the town.

GPS: 45.683857 N, 21.904179 E

the old centre.
•◊•

After being governed by the princes of Transylvania for a while, Lugoj was occupied by

Muzeul Judeţean de Etnografie şi al Regi-

the Turks in 1658. After the appearance of

mentului de Graniţă (County Ethnographic

the Habsburg public administration in the

and Border Defence Regiment Museum)

Banat following 1718, the “German Lugoj”

325400 Caransebeş, Piaţa General Ion

(Deutsch-Lugosch) is born on the southern

Dragalina nr. 2

bank of the Timiş.

GPS: 45.414456 N, 22.213669 E
Telephone: +40 255/512-193

The Romanian and the German Lugoj are

Fax +40 255/514-173

only united in 1795. From a political point of

E-mail: mjergcaransebes@yahoo.com
Opening hours: Tuesday-Sunday 10.00-

view, Lugoj was representative for the Ro•◊•

manians in the Banat: Eftimie Murgu, the

15.00, closed on Monday

Banat leader of the Romanian revolution of

Centrul vechi al „Lugojului german”

1848-1849 was mainly active in Lugoj.

(the old centre of “German Lugoj”)

The County Ethnographic and Border De-

Coriolan Brediceanu quay (Splaiul Coriolan

fence Regiment was placed in an old Aus-

The end of the 19 century and the begin-

Brediceanu) and the Bucegi, Cuza-Vodă,

trian garrison building, which was the seat of

ning of the 20th century brings several indus-

A. Mocioni, M. Eminescu, Cernei Streets

the “Infantry Regiment Army Post”. The style

trial investments, for example the famous

GPS: 45.682954 N,21.902036 E (The cross-

of the building is massive and rigid, a version

raw silk factory as well, but also a large scale

ing of the A. Mocioni Street and the Bucegi

of the baroque used for military construc-

architectural development as many eclectic

Street)

tions in the middle of the 18th century. The

th

collection includes the fields of archaeology,

and secessionist buildings are constructed.
Lugoj was the seat of Caras-Severin County
until 1927. Sights:

22. Caransebeş

history of the Middle Ages and of modern
times, ethnography, religion and arts. A valuable old document collection is also guarded

•◊•

The Ţarcu Mountain towers above the town

Biserica Ortodoxă „Adormirea Maicii

situated at the foot of the Southern Car-

here.

Domnului” şi colecţia de artă bisericească

pathian Mountains with a height of more

veche a Protopopiatului din Lugoj

than 2100 metres. The castle of Caransebeş

Rezervaţia arheologică Tibiscum-Jupa

(”Sleeping Virgin Mother” Orthodox

was first mentioned in 1289, it was trans-

(Tibiscum-Jupa Archeological Reservation)

•◊•

church and the Old Ecclesiastic Art Collec-

formed and modernised several times, but

325401 Sat Jupa, Municipiul Caransebeş

tion of the Deanery of Lugoj)

in line with the peace treaty of Sremski

Access: from the main road No. 6 (Timişoara-

305500 Lugoj, Str. 20 Decembrie 1989 nr. 7

Karlovac concluded between the Turks and

Bucureşti), about 300 metres north of the

GPS: 45.6871 N, 21.90573 E

the Habsburgs, it had to be destroyed. Until

village of Jupa, a by-way diverges in the di-

the Turkish occupation (1658), Caransebeş

rection of east (this place is indicated with a

was the most important settlement for the

direction post).

Turnul fostei biserici „Sfântul Nicolae”

privileged Romanian districts situated on the

GPS: 45.467445 N, 22.18925 E

(The tower of the one-time ”Saint Nicho-

territory of the Mountain Banat; the Hungar-

las” church)

ian king rendered a wide range of privileges

Tibiscum was one of the primary importance

305500 Lugoj, Str. Victor Vlad Delamarina

to these territories in return for their military

settlements of the Roman province of Dacia.

(„Iulia Hasdeu” Grammar School near the

obligations. As the Banat became the prop-

A “vicus” was formed in the direct vicinity of

above mentioned church)

erty of the Habsburg dynasty, the seat of the

the fortification, the settlement of tradesmen

GPS: 45.686793 N,

Border Defence Regiment, responsible for

who were in close contact with the army

21.9072 E

the protection of the south-east border of

(they were primarily different kinds of suppli-

the empire, was established in Caransebeş. In

ers). The Tibiscum Archeological Reservation

the course of the 18th and 19th centuries, Ger-

stretches on 17 hectares and it introduces

Piaţa Josif Constantin Drăgan

man, smaller Jewish, Hungarian and Ruthene

different kinds of ruins excavated so far, en-

( Josif Constantin Drăgan Square)

(Ukrainian) groups settled in the town, but

tailing the time from the first Dacian-Roman

GPS: 45.684904 N,

the Romanians always remained in a strong

war until the 4th century AD – that is includ-

21.905416 E

majority. Its cultural importance is underlined

ing the 100 years following the retreat of the

•◊•

•◊•
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Roman army (271 AD) as well. The inhab-

GPS: 44.896468 N, 22.428514 E

by the Romans can be found on the ground

itants, when the army no longer protected

Owing to the several, large size entrances

floor, the Austrians constructed massive

them and they were afraid of the attacks of

we do not need a source of light (lamp) in

brick archways above them in 1838, and

the “barbarians”, tried to strengthen the old

the cave. The natural hollow meant an ideal

then all this was included by a huge hotel in

walls by embedding votive memorials into

home for the prehistoric man: it is easily ac-

the 1970s, constructed on a “modern”, strict

them. Today, we can see the inside of the

geometry. Three bathing cabins subsisted,

fortification, the entrances, the commander-

the water runs through hollow black pine

ship and the remnants of several other build-

logs. We can find the copy of several vo-

ings. The ancient road also subsisted in good

tive boards (inscriptions offered to different

quality, we can see the sandstone covering

gods as an acknowledgement for the heal-

on a section of 100 metres.

ings), and a “Hercules” directly graved into
the limestone wall – it seems many people
have injured it in the course of the time, they

23. Băile Herculane

smashed fragments and mixed the powder
with water. The consumers of this “magic

The oldest bathing resort of Romania and

potion” hoped to have some of the strength

also one of the oldest bathing resorts of the

of the legendary hero.

world can be found in the south-eastern

cessible, on a territory with a mild climate

part of the Banat, in the beautiful valley of

(even during the Ice Age of the Quaternary),

•◊•

the Cerna: the first written documentation

open on the south with rising passages

Piaţa Hercules, ansamblu de arhitectură –

is from 153 AD. After the retreat of the Ro-

(that kept the heat), and there were ther-

etapa „grănicerească” a staţiunii

mans from Dacia (271 AD, under the Emperor

mal springs in the direct vicinity. The cave

(Hercules Square, architectural complex

Aurelianus) the baths were not maintained,

was inhabited during the Paleolithicum, the

– from the “border defence” period of the

forest grew among the water conduits and

Neoliticum, the Bronze Age and the Iron Age

bathing resort)

the basins during centuries. The “jungle”

as well. The oldest discoveries are from the

325200 Băile Herculane, Piaţa Hercules

was wiped out after 1718. As a consequence

Wurm II level, where archaeologists found a

GPS: 44.890942 N, 22.424866 E

of the two wars taking place between the

mixture of 30.000 year old cave-bear stones

Austrians and the Turks, nothing remained

and carved quarzit pieces, probably used by

The square represents the town centre built

from the 18th century. But the two old cores

the hunters of the cave-bears. After entering

during the first three decades of the 19th cen-

of the bathing resort subsisted in good con-

the cave, we reach a wide hall, well lit by

tury, thus replacing the 18th century buildings

dition: one of them was constructed at the

a secondary entrance (“window”), offering a

(these modest buildings were damaged in

beginning of the 19 century (Piaţa Hercules

beautiful sight onto the Cerna Valley swim-

the two Turkish-Austrian wars). The small

– Hercules Square) and the other one at the

ming in green.

Roman Catholic Church closes the square

th

end of the century (the zone of the Casino

on the north – the inscription on the facade
•◊•

and the Neptune Bath). At the end of the

quotes Emperor Ferdinand. We can find the

19th century, ”Herkulesbad” became a place

Băile Romane în cadrul Hotelului Roman

famous statue of Hercules in the middle of

where noblemen from the territory of the

(Roman bath in the Hotel Roman)

the square, made of cast cannon steel; it

whole empire spent their holidays. In the be-

325200 Băile Herculane, Str. Romană nr. 1

was given as a gift by the Archduke Charles.

ginning, “Sisi” (the empress Elisabeth) visited

GPS: 44.895404 N, 22.428224 E

With the exception of the former adminis-

the place and advanced the promotion of

Telephone:

tration building of the bathing resort (in the

the bathing resort during the five occasions

+40 255/560-390,

middle of the western side), which is a se-

spent here. The triple meeting was held here

+40 255/560-394

cessionist piece of jewel in ruins, the other

in 1896 among Francis Joseph and the kings

E-mail: hotel_roman@yahoo.com,

buildings were built in the style of classicism,

of Romania and Serbia. According to Fran-

contact@hotelroman.eu

with reserved and elegant decoration in line

cis Joseph: „...here, in this wild valley of the

www.hotelroman.eu

with the taste of the time.

Cerna, we can find the most beautiful town

Opening hours: 8.00-16.00 daily

of spa of the continent.”

•◊•
Buildings remaining from the Roman baths

Cazinoul şi Băile Neptun – etapa „Franz

in Băile Herculane are only small parts of the

Joseph” a staţiunii

Peştera Hoţilor – Grot a Haiducilor

complex that was built here almost two mil-

(Casino and Neptune Bath –a bathing place

(Robbers’ Cave – Pit of Highwaymen)

lennia ago, but it is also a living expression

“from the age of Francis Joseph”)

Access: about 50 metres upwards from the

of the Roman way of life with the “thermal

325200 Băile Herculane, Piaţa Hercules

Hotel Roman (that is on the upper part of

baths” having an important social role (apart

GPS: 44.888183 N, 22.424458 E

the bathing resort) a short road takes to the

from their hygienic and medical importance).

cave that continues as a path and concrete

The building of the hotel is a historic and ar-

The Casino and the Neptune Bath is in the

steps.

chitectural mixture: the basins established

centre of the bathing resort, upwards from

•◊•
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the “stone bridge” (1864). The whole com-

mare”/”large bridge”) and 44.761202 N,

rocks towering from them, many of them cut

plex was constructed after the visit of Francis

22.389568 E (Valea Seracovei/Seracova

by eyes of caves. The village of Coronini was

Joseph in 1852; he commissioned one of the

Valley)

established late, only in 1859, when the set-

most famous architects of the time, Wilhelm

tlement, situated at the mouth of the Alibeg

von Doderer to elaborate the plans of a new

Following the Austro-Turkish War of 1737-

valley, was moved to the present place of

building complex.

1739, the new borderline was determined

the village under the administration of Count

along the flow of the Cerna. The aqueduct

Coronini-Cronberg, a governor in the Banat.

The central building is bordered by a col•◊•

onnade and it entails the old Casino (1862-

Ruinele cetăţii Sfântul Ladislau –

1864); today it also houses a cinema, a projection room and a small museum upstairs,

„Cula de la Coronini”

dealing with the history of the bathing re-

(Ruins of the Saint László castle –

sort.

”Coronini bastion”)
327160 Comuna Pescari, sat Coronini

The Casino is surrounded by the buildings

GPS: 44.673132 N,

of two old hotels – the Franz-Josephs-Hof

21.680928 E

(today Hotel Decebal, 1861—63, in the direction of the bridge) and the Rudolfshof (today
Hotel Traian, 1869). There is a small park in
the middle, created by the famous gardener,

would have spilt the water of the Cerna into

Lothar Abel.

the Danube. The works were led by two
French engineers, while the labour force

The mammoth tree is famous as it was

was assured by several thousand peasants

planted by Francis Joseph in 1896 on the oc-

brought from Oltenia by force. The work was

casion of meeting the kings of Romania and

huge, as the planned channel did not cross

Serbia. The Vila Elisabeta (Elisabeth Villa,

a flat territory but a hilly country with sev-

1880—1882) can be found nearby. On the

eral side valleys – on the right hand side of

other side of the Cerna, we can see a build-

these valleys, the channel had to be lifted on

ing maintained for hydrotherapy, originally

archways. According to old stories, the bricks

called Szapáry Bath (1883—1886, Szapáry-

were transported through a human chain,

The castle is on the top of a small hill, we can

Bad), then Neptune Bath. The building was

passing them on from hand to hand. Today

see the ruins of a tower from the main road

decorated by Ignác Alpár, the well-known

the ruins look like a humble construction, but

passing through the village in parallel with

architect, in eclectic-historical style, with

the aqueduct was about 15 km long. The ru-

the Danube. Using this tower as a point of

neo-baroque elements.

ins can be seen from two places:

reference, the ruins are easily accessible on
two routes (both of them take 10-15 minutes

• On the southern part of the settlement,

on foot): there is a small alley among the

where the railway and the road No. 6 lead

houses, about 300 metres south of the cen-

under the ”rock of Iorgovan” (a grey lime-

tre of the settlement, then a narrow steep

The township is first mentioned in 1435.

stone wall), at the main bridge of Topleţ.

cart road towards the castle. The other route

The settlement suffered a lot between the

The aqueduct is directly above the road

starts 1 km south of Coronini, from the build-

24. Topleţ

14 and the 18 century, as it was a battle

.

ing of the camp of the “Eftimie Murgu” Uni-

scene in the wars between the Turks and

• About 3.5 km downwards of the previous

versity of Reşiţa (path in the valley behind

the Austrians. We can find two old mills with

point in the Seracova Valley (in the direction

the complex).

horizontal wheels (this kind of “bucket mill”

of Orșova) a by-way diverges on the right

is archaic, it is rare in Europe) and a trout

(west) going under a railway bridge; the aq-

The panorama of the Lower Danube gorge

breeding farm.

ueduct is only 150 metres from the crossing.

offers even more fascinating sight than the

th

th

ruins, with the view of the magnificent castle
•◊•

Ruinele apeductului turcesc

of Golubac, outlined on the Serbian side. The

25. Coronini

two castles were constructed by Hungarian

(Ruins of the Turkish aqueduct)

kings to stop the progress of the Turks across

Near the main road No. 6

Coronini is situated in the Lower Danube

the gorge towards the heart of Europe (they

(Timişoara-Bucureşti) it can be accessed

gorge and it is a landscape of outstanding

established several castles along the gorge,

at 2 points

beauty. Downwards form Coronini, the Dan-

all serving the same objectives).

GPS: 44.795906 N, 22.392958 E

ube enters a narrower section of the gorge,

(in Topleţ at the „stânca lui Iorgovan”/

the next five kilometres are bordered with

The Teutonic knights took over the defence

”cliff of Iorgovan”, near the „podul

steep slopes with blinding white limestone

of the castle in 1429 who were invited by the

23

king to protect the southern border of the

rama opens onto this section of the Danube

peror Francis I and his wife, Carolina were

medieval Hungary. The castle was still ruined

from the entry of the cave: a large limestone

present at the opening, and the popular Sisi

by the Ottoman attacks in the 15th century.

wall dotted with lilac shrubs and the roman-

(Elisabeth) also visited the theatre. Plays

Today, we can see the ruins of similar de-

tic silhouette of the castle of Golubac.

were performed here in Romanian, German,

fence castles or towers in many places in the
Mountain Banat (Caras-Serverin County):

Hungarian and Croatian languages.

26. Oraviţa

• Drencova (about 30 kilometres east of
Coronini, the ruins of a tower stand above

History only mentions Oraviţa in 1697, in

the water, seemingly in the middle of the

the time of the Turkish and Austrian com-

Danube), GPS: 44.635464 N, 21.975086 E

bats fought for the military enslavement of
Southeast Europe. The territory was famous

• Turnu Ruieni (10 km east of Caransebeş),

for its metal and coal stocks, and as a re-

GPS: 45.394706 N, 22.348777 E

sult of this the Habsburgs brought here the
first groups of settlers from Tirol in 1703. Fol-

• Mehadia (5 km north of Băile Herculane),

lowing 1718 when the Habsburgs became

GPS: 44.911286 N, 22.36737 E

the landlords of the Banat officially as well,
•◊•

many German, Oltenian Roman and Mace• Socolari, „cetatea Ilidia”/”Castle of Ilidia”

do-Romanian groups arrived to Oraviţa. Bu-

Muzeul Farmaciei „Knoblauch”

(20 km south of Oravița; the waterfalls and

reaucrats also settled here who developed

(”Knoblauch” Chemist’s Museum)

excursion destinations of Beusnita can be

the settlement culturally: amateur theatrical

325600 Oraviţa, Str. 1 Decembrie 1918, nr. 19

found in the vicinity), GPS: 44.935664 N,

groups were formed, bathing establishments

GPS: 45.038434 N,

21.774312 E

were constructed by applying the methods

21.714708 E

of Friar Kneipp, the collection of folklore
• Caraşova (15 km south of Reşiţa), castle

heritage started from the surrounding Ro-

of “Grat”, above the pass of Caras (Cheile

manian villages and even an active painting

Caraşului), GPS: 45.210407 N, 21.890334 E

school appeared in this multicultural centre.
The Catholic and the Orthodox church of the

• Bocşa (a town 20 km west of Reşiţa),

settlement and the main street are interest-

„Buza Turcului” castle, GPS 45.386648 N,

ing sights. The whole centre of the Mountain

21.744765 E

Oraviţa (the former “Berg-Orawitz”) is like
an open-air museum.
•◊•

Peştera Gaura cu Muscă

•◊•

(“Gura cu Muscă” Cave)

Teatrul Vechi „Mihai Eminescu”

On the main road No. 57

(”Mihai Eminescu” Old Theatre)

(Moldova Nouă-Orşova) about 2.5 km east

325600 Oraviţa, Str. Mihai Eminescu nr. 18

The first “mountain chemist’s” of the Banat

of the village of Coronini.

GPS: 45.040674 N, 21.718439 E

was opened in this 18th century building by

GPS: 44.664742 N,

Telephone:

the chemist Lederer.

21.699149 E

+40 255/572-215,

The cave is close to the Danube, above the

+40 761/118-067

The contract of sale obliged him to sell

E-mail: mit_ora_ib@yahoo.com

medicines to miners and the officials of the
Mountain Directorate at a reduced price. In

road; it is easy to identify it due to the direction post and a spring impounded in a con-

The theatre was constructed in 1817 with

1820 Karl Knoblauch became the owner of

crete pool. There is a protruding cliff above

ornaments created in the style of the late

the chemist’s who prepared the first injec-

the spring, which can be compassed on the

Viennese baroque. The hall of the theatre

tion against small pox in 1838, he financed

right, on a steep path; the entry of the cave

is the reduced copy of the Viennese “Burg-

scholarships of artists, studied the local flora

is only about 100 metres away. A secondary

theater”, the building of which was already

and the springs of Ciclova.

entry of the cave, opening in an oval shape

pulled down in 1890. The balcony and gallery

like a large window, lights the entering hall

of the hall lean onto the iron pillars, cast in

After 1855 the chemist’s was officially

well, where we can find a wall of polished

the Reşiţa factory. The vast majority of the

called „Vulturul Negru” („Zum Schwarzen

stones tied with mortar. Controlling the Dan-

building was constructed of stone, the part

Adler”/”Black Eagle”). 19th century medical

ube was important from a military-strategic

of the mortar peeled off enables us to see

equipment, medical dissertations, valuable

point of view, as they could transport sol-

the large calcareous tufa pieces (a frequent

medicines and documents important for the

diers and weapons on the river for the siege

building material in this area). Several royal

history of Oravița and the Mountain Banat

of castles on the west. A wonderful pano-

personalities visited the establishment: Em-

are kept here.
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27. Şemlacu Mic

customers. We can see a remarkable “Last

mania and later the archbishop of Belgrade

judgement” on the outside of the western

and Sirmia. Today the relationship between

wall; the presence of both the portico and the

the patron saint of the monastery and the

fresco proves strong influences from Oltenia

name of George Branković is unambiguous.

and Wallachia. In spite of the relative rebirth,

The first written references of the monastery

the Habsburg authorities closed the monas-

date back to the 16th century.

tery at the end of the 18 century (during
th

Şemlacu Mic is a tiny settlement today be-

the reforms of Emperor Joseph II) and it was

The whole complex gives the impression

only opened again as a monastery in 1932. In

of a fortification from the outside, but from

1949 it was closed again – this time during the

the inside it consists of a large scale group

communist rule, but it was opened again also

of buildings, constructed between 1764 and

during the communism, in 1987. Today seven

1766. We can see a mosaic representing

friars live here.

Saint George above the entrance. As we pass

longing to the town of Gătaia from a public administration point of view. The village
already existed in the Middle Ages, docu-

along the arched passageway, we reach the
spacious yard of the monastery, where we

28. Sângeorge

can see the church that was constructed in

ments refer to the settlement together with

1793—1794 in late baroque style.

the neighbouring monastery. The Habsburg

The two small neighbouring villages, Sân-

administration sold the land to the Ostoici

george and Mănăstire are situated on the

The monastery was even found viable by

(Ostoics/Ostojić) family. The new owners

upper part of the picturesque territory of the

the Habsburg administration, so they did not

needed labour force, so they settled evan-

gentle slope traversed by the Berzava River

sentence it to be closed at the end of the

gelic (Lutheran) German families here com-

(râul Bârzava). Sângeorge is first mentioned

18th century.

ing from the region of Württemberg. The end

in 1319.

But at the beginning of the communism,

of Wold War II meant the beginning of the

The faith of the two villages has been con-

the monastery was closed. Its rooms were

decay of the village: the retreating German

nected with the monastery found in the

used by the army and the local cooperative

army managed to convince many of the in-

direct vicinity from the most ancient times,

as a storehouse of cereals and it was only

habitants to leave the settlement by joining

but today they are inhabited by different

opened again in 1990. Today only one nun

them in August 1944. Şemlacu Mic was not

nations: there are Serbs in Sângeorge and

lives here: mother Evghenia.

completely emptied, but those left behind

Romanians in Mănăstire. Both villages be-

were too small in number to form a real

long to the township of Birda that housed an

community – the German language school

evangelic religion German community until a

also had to be closed, so the village became

few decades ago.

slowly but surely uninhabited during the
•◊•

forthcoming decades. Only a few inhabitants
live in Şemlacu Mic today.

Mănăstirea Ortodoxă Sârbă „Sfântul
Gheorghe” – „Mănăstirea Sângeorge”

•◊•

(Saint George Serbian Orthodox Monas-

Mănăstirea Ortodoxă Română „Săraca”

tery– Saint George monastery)

(”Săraca” Romanian Orthodox Monas-

Sat Mănăstire, comuna Birda

tery)

GPS: 45.41111 N, 21.33583 E

Sat Şemlacu Mic, oraş Gătaia

Telephone: +40 758/836-446

GPS: 45.350856 N, 21.415958 E

E-mail: peritza.orbisor@gmail.com

Partoş stretches in the valley of the Berzava

Contact person: Climent Vântu monastic

The visit has to be registered by e-mail, at

(lunca Bârzavei) and it is first mentioned in

Mobile: +40 723/034-691

the Serbian Orthodox diocese of Timişoara.

1333. But an Austrian map from 1723 only

E-mail: infoturism@primariatm.ro

29. Partoş

indicates the monastery on this territory,

The visit has to be registered through the

The Sângeorge Monastery is one of the

surrounded by forests and the swamps fed

Touristic Information Centre of Timişoara.

main historic buildings of Serbian culture of

by the floods of the Berzava. From the 17th

Romania in the Banat. National distinction

century onwards, the monastery became

The „Săraca” (Poor) Monastery is probably

on a religious basis was not present until the

more important than the village itself; at

the oldest monastic establishment subsist-

religious rupture of Romanians and Serbians

that time Banat was under Ottoman rule.

ing in the Banat. The architectural style of the

(1864).

In our days, Partoş is a nice lowland village

monastery is characteristic of the 15th century.

The monastery was established at the

and due to its relative isolation (it can be

A group coming from Wallachia painted the

end of the 15th century or at the beginning

accessed through an 8 km long unpaved

inside of the church in 1730. The painting

of the 16th century by the Branković fam-

road from the centre of Bankon Town-

shows traditional elements of Byzantine char-

ily, and George Branković became a friar at

ship), we can find many old, traditional, well

acter, representing the taste of the Romanian

the name of Maxim, the archbishop of Ro-

maintained houses here.
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too large a burden for the communities of

This beautiful construction is the symbol of

Mănăstirea Ortodoxă Română Partoş (Ro-

the countryside. The Monastery of Partoş

the town and its surroundings. The castle

manian Orthodox monastery of Partoş)

was closed in 1777 and then it was only used

was built on a 399 meter high hill. We do not

GPS: 45.335578 N, 21.12334 E

as a parish church. It was re-established in

know exactly when it was built, presumably

Contact person: Cristian Almăjan priest,

2008, three friars live here.

around the turn of the 14th and the 15th cen-

mobile +40 746/757-489 or brother Nicolae,
mobile +40 741/257-709

tury when King Sigismund had several simi-

30. Vršac

lar castles built as a protection against the

E-mail: through the Touristic Information

Turks. It was in Turkish hands for a long time

Centre of Timişoara (infoturism@primari-

Vršac is an old Banat town with an eventful

and heavy fighting was going on for acquir-

atm.ro)

history and rich cultural traditions, known for

ing the castle. As a result of the continuous

its picturesque environment, natural beauties,

attacks of the 17th century, the castle was

savoury grape-vine and excellent wines. It is

badly damaged and it was not strengthened

a museum town, hiding the immeasurable

any more.

treasures of excellent cultural tradition in its
churches, institutions and houses. The oldest
buildings originate from the 18th century in

31. Ečka

the town itself; the baroque style Episcopal
palace, the (pravoslav) Nicholas Church, the

The settlement is situated in the Vojvodina,

neo-gothic (catholic) Saint Gerald Church, the

a few kilometres from Zrenjanin, on the left

town magistrate, the house of Jovan Sterija

bank of the Bega. It started flourishing at the

Popović and the Town Museum (with a rich

end of the 18th century when the domain of

archeological collection) are the most promi-

Ečka turned into a model farm. It is a multi-

nent ones. The tower of the Castle Hill can

ethnic settlement, significant Romanian and

be seen from every part of the town (Vršac

Hungarian minorities live in Ečka. It is worth

castle from the 15th century). Grape-vine pro-

visiting its castle, the Roman Catholic, the

The monastery is not closed from the village

duction has a large tradition in Vršac and the

Orthodox Serbian and Romanian churches.

by walls, so the small circle of friars directly

surroundings
•◊•

participates in the life of the community. The
•◊•

monastery was probably established in the

UTP Kaštel AD Ečka

15th century. New Saint John (Sfântul Ioan cel

Vršačka kula

(The Castle of Ečka)

Nou) passed the last three years of his life

(The Vršac Castle)

23203 Ečka, Novosadska 7

here (1653—1656). The small church at the

26300 Vršac, Sterijino Sokače BB

Telephone: +381 23/554-800

back of the “new” church dates back to his

Telephone: +381 13/839-065

Fax: +381 23/554-850

time, which is a building with exceptional

Fax: +381 13/822-813

E-mail:

value: it is a wooden structure covered with

E-mail: toovrsac@yahoo.com

office@kastelecka.com

a coat of plaster, it has a massive wooden

www.to.vrsac.com

www.kastelecka.com

iconostas. The tombstone of the saint can
also be found in this small church, and a
few old and very valuable religious books
are also guarded here. The old church with
its simple, archaic forms diverges from the
new church, constructed in baroque style
between 1740 and 1753, although the plan
contains Byzantine elements as well. The
iconostas of the new church is of rococo
style, the carefully decorated undulating
frames of the icons speak for themselves
as regards the 18th century cultural interference of the Banat – at that time the taste of
the Romans and Serbs of the Banat turned

Ágoston Lázár, a landlord from Ečka opened

towards the western baroque, following the

a new castle on the left bank of the Bega in

first few decades spent under the Habsburg

1820, which was the central gathering place

rule. Joseph II starts the religious reforms

of local and foreign hunters for years. Franz

later: in his opinion the many monasteries

Ferdinand, Austro-Hungarian and Aleksandar

of the empire were not viable, regardless of

Karađorđević Serbian heirs to the crown of-

being Orthodox or Catholic, as they meant

ten paid a visit here too. The castle has been
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under protection of historic buildings since

The town flourished at the end of the 3rd cen-

ceived its present name. The old town cen-

the 90s of the 20 century.

tury and during the 4th century when it was

tre reflects the history of the town with the

one of the capitals of the Roman Empire.

central square. Its well-known buildings are

th

the 19th century neo-gothic Roman Catholic

32. Sremski Karlovci

•◊•

Church, the Town Hall, the Serbian Episcopal

Turistička organizacija opštine Sremski

Arheološki lokalitet Carska palata Sirmi-

palace, the orthodox cathedral, the Orthodox

Karlovci (Touristic organisation of Sremski

juma

Church devoted to the sleeping god mother

Karlovci Township)

(Sirmium imperial palace archeological

(Uspenska crkva) and the Serbian National

21205 Sremski Karlovci, Patrijarha Rajačića 1

site)

Theatre. The popular Exit musical festival is

Telephone: +381 21/882-127

22000 Sremska Mitrovica, Pivarska 2

held in the Petrovaradin Castle annually and

Fax: +381 21/883-855

Telephone: +381 22/618-817

several other events as well.

E-mail: info@karlovci.co.rs

Fax: +381 22/618-817

www.karlovci.org.rs

E-mail: office@carskapalata.rs

Sremski Karlovci is situated on the gentle

•◊•

www.carskapalata.rs

Petrovaradinska tvrđava, Muzej grada

Opening hours: 9.00-17.00 daily

Novog Sada na Petrovaradinskoj tvrđavi

slopes of the Fruška Gora, 57 kilometres

(Petrovaradin Castle, Novi Sad Town

from Belgrade and 11 kilometres from Novi

Museum)

Sad. This small town, burnt down and looted

21131 Perovaradin, Tvrđava 4

several times during centuries, still subsisted

Telephone, fax: +381 21/6433-145

due to the richness of historical events and

E-mail: muzgns@EUnet.rs

the large number of memorials of cultural

www.museumns.rs

history. The most significant chapter of the
history of Sremski Karlovci and the Serbs of
Vojvodina is the 18th century. Sremski Karlovci has become the public life, political, educational and artistic centre of the Serbs settled
north of the Sava and the Danube rivers. The
old fascinating buildings, the Saint Nicholas

Its history can be followed from the Illyr-

Cathedral, the Episcopal Palace housing the

ian campaigns of Emperor Augustus (35-33

centre of the bishop of the Srem, the lion

BC) right until 582 when the town fell un-

well and the oldest Serbian grammar school

der Avar rule. It was probably occupied by

are the recognisable symbols of Sremski

the Romans during the Pannonian wars of

Karlovci. In the 18th and the 19th century, the

Tiberius (13-9 BC), then Sirmium receives a

main economic sector was grape-vine grow-

status of colony in the time of the Flavius

ing in this area, but vineyards, the excellent

dynasty (Colonia Flavia). It was often used

wines and the numberless wine cellars dis-

as a military base in campaigns against the

On the rock rising at the foot of the Fruška

tinguish the region even today.

barbarians incessantly endangering this part

Gora, on the place of the present castle,

of the Empire.

military fortifications had been standing long

33. Sremska Mitrovica

ago. The construction of one of the largest
military fortifications in Europe started on

34. Novi Sad

the place of the old castle in 1692 and it was

Sremska Mitrovica is one of the developed

finished in 1780. The Petervaradin Castle is

townships of the Vojvodina and of Serbia to-

Looking down from the Fruška Gora, Novi

still among the biggest ones in Europe with

day, an important administrative, economic,

Sad gracefully stretches on the Pannon

its approximately 16.5 km long underground

cultural and educational centre of the Srem,

Plain, opening its gates for the visitors.

corridors and 13 gates. The Novi Sad Town

the centre of the Srem district. The ruins of

The town of Novi Sad is the centre of the

Museum can be found in one of the main

the one-time splendid and large town of

Vojvodina, it is the second largest town of

buildings of the Petervardin Caste. Apart

Sirmium are hiding under the streets and

Serbia, also called the Serbian Athens. The

from the presentation of the history of Petro-

houses of Sremska Mitrovica. Historical

fascinating Petrovaradin Castle (Petrovara-

varadin and Novi Sad in the exhibition space

sources refer to Sirmium as the temporary

dinska tvrđava) has been overlooking this

of the museum, visitors can follow the show

dwelling place of several Roman emperors

multiethnic metropolis of the Vojvodina with

of the secessionist furniture from the end of

from the establishment of the colony right

watchful eyes from the beginning. The town

the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th

until the end of the 4 century. The town

was established by Maria Theresa after the

century in the section upstairs. A part of the

and its surroundings was the birthplace of

end of the Turkish occupation and named it

secessionist style furniture was left to the

five Roman emperors: Decius Traianus, Au-

Neoplanta. The town obtained the statues of

museum by the well-known Novi Sad opera

relianus, Probus, Maximilianus and Gratianus.

a free royal borough as early as 1748 and re-

singer, Melanija Bugarinović.

th
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35. Bečej

name “Kwalpi” is mentioned. The modern

•◊•

history of Kulpin starts on 10 July 1745 when

“Tvrđava u Baču” (Turistička organizacija

Bečej is a hospitable town situated in the

the Stratimirović brothers establish today’s

opštine Bač) – The Bač Castle

heart of the Vojvodina, on the right bank

Kulpin with the 200 Serbian families arriving

21420 Bač, Trg dr. Zorana Đinđića 2

of the sluggish and dreamy Tisza. The bi-

with them. There are no exact data about

Telephone: +381 21/770-075

ethnic town – with its 27 000 inhabitants

the arrival of first Slovakian settlers in Kulpin,

Fax: +381 21/770-350

– is a municipal centre, Bačko Petrovo Selo,

documents first refer to them in 1758.

E-mail: info@bac.rs; www.bac.rs

Bačko Gradište, Radičević and Mileševo are
•◊•

also settlements belonging to it, they are
bilingual, densely populated places, where

Dvorac porodice Stratimirović

mostly families of agricultural background

(Castle of the Stratimirović family)

live and work.

21472 Kulpin, Trg oslobođenja 7
Telephone: +381 21/786-266
•◊•

E-mail:

Dvorac Fantast (Fantast Castle)

poljoprivvredni.muzej@gmail.com

21220 Bečej, Bačkotopolski put bb

www.muzejvojvodine.org.rs

Telephone: +381 21/6913-531
Fax: +381 21/6915-200
www.tobecej.com
The medieval Bač Castle is known as one
of the largest Pannonian fortifications of its
time. It was constructed along the western
side of the settlement bearing the same
name, on a small island rising in the Mosztonga River. Today it is the oldest medieval
castle of the Vojvodina.

The castle of Kulpin consists of two buildings.

38. Sombor

Both castle buildings standing in the park

25000 Sombor, Trg Cara Uroša 1

There are only a few people who can make

were constructed for the Stratimirović noble

GPS: 19.12000, 45.78000

their dreams come true. Bogdan Dunđerski,

family. The Stratimirović family is one of the

Telephone: +381 25/468-111

living as the member of one of the richest

rare Serbian families that acquired a noble

Fax: +381 25/468-116

families of the Vojvodina at the end of the

rank for their military merits in the Austrian

E-mail: info@visitsombor.org

19th and at the beginning of the 20th century,

Empire in 1745 among the first ones.

www.visitsombor.org

was one of the few. He constructed the castle of his dreams, the Fantast, on his estate
of more than 2600 acres, in the middle of

Sombor is situated on the north-western

37. Bač

part of the Banat, 99 km from Novi Sad. The

the lowlands. The building complex stretches

town is mentioned in the form Chobor Saint

on about 65 hectares, apart from the castle

According to certain sources, Bač used to be

Michael in 1360, it used to be owned by the

we can find here the stud-farm, the chapel

an Avar fortification (873). The Hungarian king,

Czobor family. The Czobors built a fortifica-

where Bogdan Dunđerski is buried, the small

Stephen established a county in Bač, and Bač

tion on their land in 1478 as the Turkish dan-

castle and the park with the lake.

was already a developed and strengthened

ger approached. The Turks occupied Sombor

town at the turn of the second millennium,

in 1541, a part of the inhabitants fled, oth-

connected with the Mosztonga and the Dan-

ers were captured. It became the centre of

ube. In the Arpad Age, Bač was not only the

the military district in Turkish times. Sombor

ecclesiastical centre of the archbishopric, but

was liberated on 12 September 1687, and

The territory of today’s Vojvodina used to

it was also a royal borough visited by nobles

5000 Catholic Serbians arrived in the town

be a swampy area, ground water regularly

and monarchs for negotiations and congress-

in the same year, followed by Serbian border

appeared (in spring and in autumn). It only

es. Bač went through a significant rise in the

guards in 1690. The town began to develop

obtained its present look in later times as the

12 century.

significantly in the calm period following the

Banat Channel was finished. Kulpin was al-

Written documents originating from this time

peace of Sremski Karlovci of 1699. It became

ready inhabited in the time of Bela IV (1235-

mention the huge castle that lived through a

a district centre and then in 1717 the centre

1270). Hungarian chronicles refer to it by the

few devastations and renovations as well. Its

of the military frontiers. Its orthodox school

name “Kurpee” between 1345 and 1348, and

ruins mean a challenge both for scientists and

was established in 1717 and the catholic in

in the period between 1418 and 1442 the

tourists even today.

1722. After a long struggle and the payment

36. Kulpin

th
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of 150 000 golden forints, Maria Theresa

•◊•

Kecskemét. Kiskunmajsa is a typical settle-

raised it to the rank of a free royal borough

Petőfi Szülőház és Emlékmúzeum (Petőfi

ment of the South Great Plain possessing the

in 1749. The Jewish origin inhabitants were

House of Birth and Memorial Museum)

longest history from among the settlements

deported during World War II. 964 Jews from

6200 Kiskőrös, Petőfi tér 5.

of the micro-region. In spite of urbanisation

Sombor were killed in Auschwitz. A part of

GPS: N 46°37'8.021'' E 19°17'8.817''

and tourism becoming stronger, its inhabitants

the Jewish victims of the Bór labour camp

Telephone, fax: +36 78/312-566

make a living mainly from animal husbandry

were also buried in the cemetery of Som-

E-mail: petofimuzeum@koroskabel.hu

and farming even today. The Jonathermal-

bor. The Association of the Yugoslavian Jew-

www.petofimuzeum.hu

Kiskunmajsa Medical and Adventure Bath

ish Communities erected a huge monument

based on the thermal water fortune found

above the 700 graves in 1964.

and explored in 1984, is the outstanding sight
of Kiskunmajsa. Apart from this, the Country

This small town is known for its baroque ar-

House, the Roman catholic church (1744) and

chitecture, as several buildings situated on

the György Konecsni Local History Museum

the central square show baroque style ele-

are also worth visiting. And those visiting the

ments, e.g. the Town Hall (1842), the County

260 hectare natural conservation area of the

Hall (19th century), the Parish (18th century),

Bodoglár ancient whitethorn grove can count

the Saint George Church and other fascinat-

on an exciting excursion.

ing buildings as well. The unique world of
•◊•

scattered farms, consisting of 16 homesteads,

The house of birth of Sándor Petőfi waits

can be found in the surroundings of Sombor,

for visitors preserved in its original state and

’56-os Múzeum és Kápolna

safeguarding the country traditions of the

furnished authentically. The house of birth

(Museum and Chapel of 1956)

territory. Sombor can hardly be imagined

was built in the 18th century, the first room

6120 Kiskunmajsa, Maris-puszta 244.

without tambura players and four-wheeled

guards the furniture of the family, its open

GPS: N 46°27'15.379'' E 19°47'17.303''

carriages, therefore we recommend sight-

chimney kitchen is equipped with contem-

Telephone, fax: +36 77/481-765

seeing by a four-wheeled carriage.

porary pots, and the court hall presents the

E-mail: otvenhatos.kiskunmajsa@museum.

relics and documents of his stay in Kiskőrös

hu, pgergely@hotmail.com

and the baptism. The ice-pit can still be seen

www.56-osmuzeum.hu

39. Kiskőrös

in the court of the house of birth, the first
public place Petőfi statue of the world also

The only 1956 museum of the country was in-

The most determining settlement of the

stands here. The house of birth is connected

augurated in 1999. Its founder is Gergely Pon-

Kiskőrös micro-region situated in the middle

with the new literary museum by a trans-

grátz, the legendary commander-in-chief of

of Bács-Kiskun County is Kiskőrös, the one-

lators’ statue park unique in Europe, where

the Corvin Lane who raised a monument for

time district seat. The town was raised to

statues of the 14 foreign poets were erected

the heroes of 1956 from his own resources.

be the centre of surrounding settlements by

who had translated the poems of Petőfi to

The museum operates in the building of an

the 20th century due to its economy, cultural

other languages. The visitor may familiarise

old public elementary school. We can see rel-

institutions, and its associations coordinat-

with the history of the town and the oeuvre

ics, photos, books, documents and works of

ing social life. The Petőfi cult plays a decisive

of Petőfi in the new literary museum.

fine art in the museum. The weapon arsenal

role in the life, development and tourism of

of the period can also be seen from the Molo-

the town. Sándor Petőfi poet, the emblem-

The Slovakian Country House is also part of

tov cocktail to the T-55 tanks by the means

atic figure of the 1848-49 war of independ-

the museum complex, introducing the life-

of the Museum of Military History. The chapel

ence, was born in Kiskőrös on 1 January 1823,

style, dressing and cultural traditions of the

built by Gergely Pongrátz on the territory op-

his memory is maintained by the memorial

Slovaks settled in Kiskőrös at the beginning

posite the museum was consecrated in 2002

museum installed in his house of birth. Apart

of the 18th century. A whole body statue of

in the honour of the martyrs of the Revolution

from the Petőfi House of Birth and Memo-

Sándor Petőfi and his wife, Júlia Szendrey

and War of Independence of 1956.

rial Museum, it is worth visiting the evangelic

stands in the centre of the town.

The museum is 5 km from the town, near the

church, the Slovakian Country House and the

Opening hours of the House of Birth and Me-

main road leading to Szeged.

public road museum as well, from among

morial Museum: Tuesday-Sunday 9.00-17.00

Opening hours: Monday-Saturday 9.00-17.00,

the sights of the town. The flowery, spacious

Slovakian Country House: Tuesday-Sunday

Sunday 13.00-17.00

town centre, the tidy squares and the parks

9.00-12.00, 13.00-16.00

Entry is free of charge for everybody. The visit

of the green belt, the renovated civic houses

Guiding is ensured on demand.

is ensured for disabled persons as well.

40. Kiskunmajsa

41. Kiskunfélegyháza

Staud House (today a medical specialist’s

The town is situated on the sand ridge of the

The history of Kiskunfélegyháza looks back

consulting room) ensure special experience.

Great Plain, 50 kilometres from Szeged and

on a past of several hundred years. It is a real

of the Tomori and the Kossuth Street invite
for a walk. The sight of the Town Hall finished in 1893, the Majoros House (the building of the Pátria), the Szarvas Inn and the

29

Great Plain town, the citizens of which are

hired the mud wall thatched house standing

the vicinity of the Tisza during thousands of

famous for their hospitality. It is excellently

here between 1824-30.

years. The sights of the Village Museum, the

accessible both on the motorway and by

Opening hours: 5 March-31 October Wednes-

reconstruction of the Arpad age village, the

train. It is situated on the central part of the

day-Friday 9.00-12.00

church hill, the castle hill and the Alpár mead-

sand ridge of the territory between the Dan-

The visit is ensured for disabled persons as

ow is by all means recommended to hikers

ube and the Tisza, the territory has unique

well.

who love silence and tranquillity to visit.

natural endowments and a medical water
•◊•

•◊•

of outstanding quality. Visitors may meet a
rich offer of programs, artistic and tradition

Kiskun Múzeum (Kiskun Museum)

Árpád fejedelem szobor és Árpád-kori

conserving events, a wild range of locally

6100 Kiskunfélegyháza, Dr. Holló Lajos u. 9.

falurekonstrukció (Statue of Prince Arpad

produced bio-products all through the year.

GPS: N 46°42'49.445'' E 19°50'58.512''

and the Arpad age village reconstruction)

The Town Hall, constructed in the style of Art

Telephone: +36 76/461-468

6060 Tiszaalpár, Szent István utca 1.

Nouveau, is to be emphasised among the

Fax: +36 76/462-542

GPS: N 46°49'32.678'' E 19°59'20.612''

number of historic and cultural heritages of

E-mail: kiskun.kiskunfelegyhaza@museum.hu

Telephone: +36 76/424-133

the settlement: with its Hungarian majolica

www.kiskunmuzeum.hu

Fax: +36 76/424-012

decoration with tulip motives on its external

E-mail: pmhivatal@tiszaalpar.hu

walls and its 45 meter high tower. The ba-

www.knp.hu

roque style Old Church was built in the 18

th

century. We can see the classicist style Swan

Prince Arpad is a leading figure of the Hun-

House as we walk on the market-place.

garian conquest in the second half of the 9th
century, who led the Hungarians from the

•◊•

Etelköz to the Carpathian Basin. His statue

Móra Ferenc Emlékháza

was erected in 1996, on the 1100th anniver-

(Ferenc Móra Memorial House)

sary. The reconstruction of the Arpad age vil-

6100 Kiskunfélegyháza, Móra Ferenc utca 19.

lage was constructed on the occasion of the

GPS: N 46°42'35.182'' E 19°51'27.770''

Millennium. Originally it stretched on about 5

Telephone: +36 76/461-468

The museum was established by the town in

hectares, and it represents the village struc-

Fax: +36 76/462-542

1902. The huge baroque building complex is a

ture drawn on the bases of excavations car-

E-mail: mora.kiskunfelegyhaza@museum.hu

worthy protector and exhibition place of the

ried out in the surroundings. The village part

www.museum.hu/kiskunfelegyhaza/mora

past of the town and of the Kiskunság (Lit-

introduces the buildings of everyday life and

tle Cumania). The main building and the dun-

animal husbandry. The most frequent type

geon, once housing the public administration

of the Arpad age folk architecture, the pit

of the Kiskunság and where the prisoners of

house partly dug into the ground with reed

the district were held in custody, achieved its

or earth roofing, could still be found in villag-

present form in 1794. The exhibitons of Lász-

es in the 20th century. The furnishing reflects

ló Holló, Piroska Szántó and Mihály Morell

the simplicity of the time with the oven and

artists can be seen in the main building. The

the sitting pit, and also the external oven

upstairs exhibition space presents the ar-

constructed outside the house. The circle

cheological, historical, folk and literary memo-

or square twig spun sheepfolds revive the

ries of Kiskunfélegyháza.

animal husbandry of the time. A well with

The museum is housed by the Kiskunfélegy-

The one-time two-storey dungeon of the

spun twig covering can also be seen in the

háza house of birth of the writer and muse-

Kiskun Police Station is a prison museum to-

village museum.

ologist Ferenc Móra born in 1879. The Daru

day. The historical windmill and an Arpad age

Street house of birth is a thatched building

pit house reconstruction stand in the one-

Opening hours of the Arpad age village

constructed in the middle of the 19th centu-

time prison-yard.

reconstruction: 1 May-31 October Tuesday-

ry, renewed and transformed in 1971 into a

Opening hours: 7 March-31 October, Tuesday-

Sunday 10.00-17.00

memorial place presenting the works of the

Saturday 9.00-17.00

writer. His life is introduced by the literary history exhibition in the bigger room. The porch
revives the memory of the free chimney

42. Tiszaalpár

kitchen of the writer’s mother. The Márton
Móra relics erect monument to the father of

The large village of Tiszaalpár can be called

the writer and to furriery in the third room.

an ancient settlement, as written records

A Sándor Petőfi Memorial House has been

mention it on the name of Olper as early as

established in the other building of the mu-

1075. The settlement could preserve the natu-

seum. István Petrovics, the father of the poet

ral values undisturbed to our days, shaped by
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The project “Routes and adventures without borders in the DKMT Euroregion” was implemented under the Hungary-Romania Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013 (www.huro-cbc.eu), and is part-financed
by the European Union through the European Regional Development Fund,
Hungary and Romania. The programme aims to bring the different actors –
people, economic actors and communities – closer to each other, in order to
better exploit opportunities offered by the joint development of the border
area.

Two countries, one goal, joint success!
Hungary-Romania
Magyarország-Románia
Cross-Border
Co-operation
Határon
Átnyúló
Együttműködési
Programme
2007-2013
Program
2007-2013

www.huro-cbc.eu, www.hungary-romania-cbc.eu
The content of this brochure does not necessarily represent the official position of
the European Union.
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